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Kontrogianni-Konstantopoules A, Ackermann MA, Bowman AL, Yap SV, Bloch RJ. Muscle Giants: Molecular Scaffolds in Sarcomerogenesis. Physiol Rev 89: 1217–1267, 2009; doi:10.1152/physrev.00017.2009.—Myofibrillogenesis in striated muscles is a highly complex process that depends on the coordinated assembly and integration of a large number of contractile, cytoskeletal, and signaling proteins into regular arrays, the sarcomeres. It is also associated with the stereotypical assembly of the sarcoplasmic reticulum and the transverse tubules around each sarcomere. Three giant, muscle-specific proteins, titin (3–4 MDa), nebulin (600–800 kDa), and obscurin (~720–900 kDa), have been proposed to play important roles in the assembly and stabilization of sarcomeres. There is a large amount of data showing that each of these molecules interacts with several to many different protein ligands, regulating their activity and localizing them to particular sites within or surrounding sarcomeres. Consistent with this, mutations in each of these proteins have been linked to skeletal and cardiac myopathies or to muscular dystrophies. The evidence that any of them plays a role as a “molecular template,” “molecular blueprint,” or “molecular ruler” is less definitive, however. Here we review the structure and function of titin, nebulin, and obscurin, with the literature supporting a role for them as scaffolding molecules and the contradictory evidence regarding their roles as molecular guides in sarcomerogenesis.

I. INTRODUCTION

Myofibrillogenesis is a highly complex process that depends on the coordinated assembly and integration of a number of contractile, cytoskeletal, and signaling proteins into regular arrays, the sarcomeres (321–324). Three giant, muscle-specific proteins, titin (3–4 MDa), nebulin (600–800 kDa), and obscurin (~720–900 kDa) (76, 83, 209, 218, 296), play key roles in organizing sarcomeres.
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Titin is the third most abundant muscle protein, after actin and myosin. Remarkably, a single titin molecule spans half the sarcomere, anchoring its NH₂ and COOH termini in the Z-disk and M-band, respectively (99). Titin is modular in structure: ~90% of its mass consists of repeating immunoglobulin-C2 (Ig-C2) and fibronectin-III (Fn-III) domains that provide binding sites for diverse myofilamentous proteins, including myosin, actin, α-actinin, T-cap/telethonin, myomesin, myosin binding protein-C (MyBP-C), and obscurin (325). As ~10% of its mass consists of nonrepetitive sequences that include phosphorylation motifs, binding sites for muscle-specific calpain proteases and other proteins, and a COOH-terminal Ser/Thr kinase domain, titin may also be involved in signal transduction from the myofibrils to other compartments of the myoplasm, including the nucleus (309, 362). In addition to its role as a signaling molecule and a molecular scaffold, titin has been proposed to serve two major functions: as a “molecular blueprint” that specifies and coordinates the precise assembly of many of the structural, regulatory, and contractile proteins that compose the sarcomere, and as a “molecular spring” that gives striated muscle its distinct biomechanical properties and integrity during contraction, relaxation, and stretch (121–123, 209).

Nebulin is a giant actin-binding protein of vertebrate striated muscle. In situ, a single molecule is incorporated and is coextensive with the thin filaments of α-actinin that form the I-band and interact with myosin to produce contraction (76, 149). Nebulin is ~1.0 μm in length. Its NH₂ terminus extends to the pointed ends of thin filaments, whereas its COOH terminus is partially inserted into the Z-disks. Most of its mass (~97%) is composed of ~185 modular, 35-amino acid repeats (166). The central 154 modules are organized into 22 super-repeats of 7 modules each, the organization of which complements the periodicity of the actin filaments (245). Consistent with this, nebulin isoforms of different sizes, generated by alternative splicing of a single transcript, correspond to various sizes of thin filaments present in developing and adult muscle fibers. The extreme COOH-terminal end of nebulin contains a Ser-rich region with multiple phosphorylation sites and an SH3 domain that binds to myopalladin, a Z-disk protein. In addition to its lateral interactions with actin, nebulin contains distinct sites at its NH₂ terminus that interact with two actin-associated proteins, tropomysin and troponin I/C/T, and the thin filament capping protein tropomodulin, providing a mechanism for terminating the growth of the actin filaments at precisely the length of nebulin (186, 239). Thus nebulin and titin associate with, and help to organize, the key structures required for contraction of striated muscle.

Obscurin is the third giant protein of the contractile apparatus identified in vertebrate striated muscle (19, 320, 421). Like titin, obscurin is a multidomain protein composed of adhesion modules and signaling domains arranged mostly in tandem. Specifically, its NH₂ terminus contains 54 Ig-C2 and 2 FN-III domains, followed by an IQ motif and a conserved SH3 domain adjacent to Rho-guanine nucleotide exchange factor (Rho-GEF) and pleckstrin homology (PH) domains. The COOH-terminal end of the protein consists of two additional Ig domains followed by a nonmodular region of ~420 amino acid residues that contains several copies of a consensus phosphorylation motif for ERK kinases, similar to that found in the NH₂-terminal region of titin. The obscurin gene, obscurin-MLCK, also encodes two Ser/Thr kinase domains (85, 320). Although these are found at the COOH-terminal region of a ~900-kDa form of obscurin, they are more commonly expressed as smaller, alternatively spliced products, mainly in heart. Unlike titin and nebulin, which are integral components of sarcomeres, obscurin is not present within sarcomeres but intimately surrounds them, primarily at the level of the Z-disk and M-band, where it is appropriately positioned to participate in their assembly and integration with other sarcoplasmic elements (181). Consistent with this, obscurin, too, interacts with diverse protein partners located in distinct compartments within the cell, including small ankyrin 1, an integral component of the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) membranes, as well as titin, sarcomeric myosin, and MyBP-C slow (176). Given its ability to associate tightly, selectively and periodically with the periphery of the myofibril and with thick filaments, obscurin is ideally suited to coordinate the assembly and organization of the SR with myofibrillar elements in the middle of the sarcomere.

Collectively, the unique structural properties and subcellular locations of titin, nebulin, and obscurin suggest that they may function as molecular scaffolds during myofibrillogenesis by facilitating the integration of actin and myosin filaments into sarcomeres, providing binding sites for a plethora of sarcomeric proteins and coordinating the sarcomeric alignment of nearby structures, like the SR. In addition, both titin and obscurin are likely to play important roles in signaling cascades that control homeostasis and muscle gene expression. Consistent with these central roles in muscle physiology and development, all three giant proteins have been linked, either directly or indirectly, to several forms of cardiomyopathies and muscular dystrophies (10, 103, 135, 142, 293, 382, 386).

II. TITIN

Titin (also known as connectin) represents the third filamentous system in striated muscle cells (191, 230–234, 390), after the thin and thick filaments, composed of actin and myosin, respectively. It is encoded by a single gene (TTN) that is localized to a 294-kb
region on the long arm of chromosome 2 in both human and mouse and contains 363 exons, which undergo extensive alternative splicing (19, 190). Titin is a giant protein (~3–4 MDa) that extends from the Z-disk to the M-band within the sarcomere, which it helps to organize. It is highly modular: ~90% of its mass consists of repeating immunoglobulin (Ig) and fibronectin-III (FN-III) domains. Specifically, it contains 244 recognizable β-sheet domains of which 112 have been assigned to the immunoglobulin superfamily and 132 to the fibronectin type III superfamily (Table 1) (93, 190, 191). The Ig repeats were initially believed to belong to the C2 type, but later they were shown to share considerable similarities with the V type of Ig repeats present in telokin (363). Both Ig and FN-III domains provide binding sites for diverse proteins, including myofibrillar and membrane components, as well as enzymes and signaling molecules. The remaining ~10% of titin’s mass consists of 17 unique, nonrepetitive sequence motifs situated between the Ig and FN-III modules, that contain several phosphorylation sites, 28–30 residue PEVK motifs, and a COOH-terminal Ser/Thr kinase domain (95, 98, 121, 126–128, 134, 173, 329). Titin filaments with opposite polarity overlap in both Z-disks and M-bands, forming a contiguous system within myofibrils.

A. Titin at the Z-Disk: Ligands and Functional Implications

1. Molecular composition of the Z-disk portion of titin

The extreme NH$_2$ terminus of titin contains the first ~90 kDa of the protein and includes amino acids 1–826 (Fig. 1) (96, 130, 132, 251, 339, 422). Detailed immunological studies have postulated that 1) the first 200 amino acids of titin reside at the periphery of the Z-disk (referred to as “Z-line titin edge residues”), where they mark the edge of the Z-line region; 2) amino acids 201–750 span the entire width of the Z-disk (referred to as “Z-line titin integrative residues”), consistent with the idea that titin filaments from neighboring sarcomeres fully overlap within the Z-disk lattice in an antiparallel manner; and 3) residues 751–826 are located at the junction of the Z-disk with the I-band (referred to as “Z/I junction residues”). At the molecular level, the Z-disk region of titin shows a complex pattern of Ig motifs and large interdomain insertions (Fig. 1). It is divided into three subdomains based on their molecular features and proposed functional activities. The extreme NH$_2$ terminus (Z-line titin edge residues 1–200) encompasses the first two Ig repeats, ZIg1 and ZIg2, which are constitutively expressed in all titin isoforms identified to date. Each of these do-

---

**TABLE 1. Structures of domains of titin, nebulin, and obscurin**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Method of Structure Solution</th>
<th>Reference Nos.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Titin</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ig1-2</td>
<td>X-ray diffraction</td>
<td>229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ig1-2 bound to telethonin</td>
<td>X-ray diffraction</td>
<td>303, 428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zr7 bound to α-actinin</td>
<td>NMR</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-Ig1</td>
<td>X-ray diffraction</td>
<td>237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-Ig27</td>
<td>NMR</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-Ig27</td>
<td>X-ray diffraction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-Ig67-Ig69</td>
<td>X-ray diffraction</td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-Ig65-Ig70</td>
<td>X-ray diffraction</td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-Ig1</td>
<td>NMR</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-Ig168-Ig169</td>
<td>X-ray diffraction</td>
<td>250, 253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-Ig168-Ig170</td>
<td>X-ray diffraction</td>
<td>249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinase domain</td>
<td>X-ray diffraction</td>
<td>236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-Ig1</td>
<td>X-ray diffraction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-Ig5</td>
<td>NMR</td>
<td>299, 300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-Ig5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nebulin</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ig27</td>
<td>NMR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ig28</td>
<td>NMR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ig29</td>
<td>NMR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ig34</td>
<td>NMR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ig35</td>
<td>NMR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ig36</td>
<td>NMR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ig37</td>
<td>NMR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ig38</td>
<td>NMR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ig39</td>
<td>NMR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH3</td>
<td>NMR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PH</td>
<td>NMR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Obscurin</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ig27</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do">http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ig28</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do">http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ig29</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do">http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ig34</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do">http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ig35</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do">http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ig36</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do">http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ig37</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do">http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ig38</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do">http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ig39</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do">http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH3</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do">http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PH</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do">http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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domains, as well as identifying its binding partners. Exons 1–27 of the TTN gene code for the Z-disk portion of the titin. This region is composed of seven Ig domains and two Z insertions (Zis) that are unique to titin and flank the third Ig domain. The second Z insertion is comprised of 7 Z repeats (Zr) that can be alternatively spliced, and a Zq region (see key for complete domain list and color coding). Proteins that bind to titin in this region are indicated at their sites of interaction. Structures of the complexes formed by two of the protein ligands, T-cap/telethonin and flanking the third Ig domain. The second Z insertion is comprised of 7 Z repeats (Zr) that can be alternatively spliced, and a Zq region (see key for complete domain list and color coding). Proteins that bind to titin in this region are indicated at their sites of interaction. Structures of the complexes formed by two of the protein ligands, T-cap/telethonin and actinin with the two NH2-terminal Ig domains, and α-actinin with the Zq domain, are shown as ribbon diagrams, with tan representing the ligands and other colors representing their binding regions on titin.

The structure of the Z-disk varies considerably in thickness among different striated muscles, indicating that the number of its constituent proteins is regulated in a way that depends on the fiber type. Fast muscle fibers typically have thin Z-disks, whereas slow muscle fibers have thick Z-disks. The complexity and compactness of the Z-disk have been recently attributed, at least in part, to titin (96, 132, 292). In particular, the differential expression of Z-repeats is an important determinant of the architecture, thickness, and biomechanical properties of the Z-disk, as fibers with narrow Z-disks contain titin isoforms with a small number of Z-repeats, and fibers with thick Z-disks contain titin isoforms with more Z-repeats.

The COOH terminal to the Z-repeats lies the Zq region of titin, which is within the second interdomain of titin, or Zis-2, but is distinct from the Z-repeats. Zq is nonmodular in structure, contains amino acids 750–826, which are located at the junction of the Z-disk with the I-band, and is immediately adjacent to the fourth Ig domain of titin (Zlg4) that precedes Zlg5-Zlg7, which are arranged in tandem.

2. Ligands of titin at the Z-disk

A combination of molecular and biochemical experiments has demonstrated that the Z-disk portion of titin interacts with both myofibrillar and membrane-associated proteins (Fig. 1, Table 2). This suggests that it may play an essential role in sarcomeric stability and maintenance as well as contributing to the assembly of the contractile apparatus and associated systems of intracellular membranes.

A) TITIN-CAP (T-CAP)/TELETHONIN. A yeast two-hybrid assay in which the extreme NH2-terminal Zlg1 and Zlg2 repeats of titin were used as “bait” identified Titin-cap or T-cap, also known as telethonin (370), as one of their binding partners (132, 251). T-cap/telethonin is a ~19-kDa protein that is specifically expressed in heart and skeletal muscle. It localizes at the periphery of the Z-disk in close

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of titin at the level of the Z-disk, illustrating its domain orientation and the structure of some of its domains, as well as identifying its binding partners. Exons 1–27 of the TTN gene code for the Z-disk portion of the titin. This region is composed of seven Ig domains and two Z insertions (Zis) that are unique to titin and flank the third Ig domain. The second Z insertion is comprised of 7 Z repeats (Zr) that can be alternatively spliced, and a Zq region (see key for complete domain list and color coding). Proteins that bind to titin in this region are indicated at their sites of interaction. Structures of the complexes formed by two of the protein ligands, T-cap/telethonin with the two NH2-terminal Ig domains, and α-actinin with the Zq domain, are shown as ribbon diagrams, with tan representing the ligands and other colors representing their binding regions on titin.

Zis-2 is predicted to be structured as extended β-sheet and α-helical elements connected alternately in series (132). It encompasses amino acids 431–700 and shows a complex pattern of alternative splicing (96, 339). Zis-2 contains a variable copy number of a 45-amino acid repeat, called the Z-repeat (Zr), which shows no homology to any other protein motif known to date (96, 132, 422). Z-repeats extend longitudinally within the Z-disk lattice, are enriched in charged and hydrophobic residues arranged in clusters, and do not contain any aromatic amino acids. They form two subgroups: the first one contains the two invariant flanking repeats (Zr1 and Zr7), which are highly homologous to each other and are shared by all titin isoforms; the second subgroup includes the central repeats (Zr2-Zr6), which are more divergent in sequence and are differentially expressed (96, 132, 292, 415, 422). The copy number of the Z-repeats can vary from 2 to 7 depending on the type of striated muscle, the developmental stage, and the species studied. Consistent with this, the adult human heart contains seven copies of the Zr motif, whereas the fetal human heart contains a mixture of isoforms, with the most prominent carrying four Z-repeats (339). The adult chicken heart possesses only six Z-repeats, lacking Zr4 present in mammalian titins (17), while the simple Z-disk of avian fast-twitch muscle, which has a “zig-zag” appearance, contains only two Zrs (278, 279). In the fast-twitch psoas muscle of the rabbit, the three central repeats, Zr4 to Zr6, are excluded by exon skipping, whereas in the slow-twitch muscles of soleus and tongue, a mixture of isoforms carrying either four (Zr1, Zr2, Zr3, and Zr7) or six (Zr4 is excluded) Z-repeats has been identified (96, 292).

The structure of the Z-disk varies considerably in thickness among different striated muscles, indicating that the number of its constituent proteins is regulated in a way that depends on the fiber type. Fast muscle fibers typically have thin Z-disks, whereas slow muscle fibers have thick Z-disks. The complexity and compactness of the Z-disk have been recently attributed, at least in part, to titin (96, 132, 292). In particular, the differential expression of Z-repeats is an important determinant of the architecture, thickness, and biomechanical properties of the Z-disk, as fibers with narrow Z-disks contain titin isoforms with a small number of Z-repeats, and fibers with thick Z-disks contain titin isoforms with more Z-repeats.
proximity with the NH$_2$-terminal ZIg1 and ZIg2 repeats of titin. No apparent structural motifs have been identified for the NH$_2$-terminal 140 amino acids of T-cap, which contain the binding site for the titin ZIg1 and ZIg2 repeats. Its COOH terminus contains a domain of 27 amino acids that is rich in Ser/Pro and basic residues, with several consensus phosphorylation motifs for Ser/Pro-dependent kinases (132, 251, 370, 428). Although it is not clear how they associate, the COOH terminus of T-cap/telethonin can be phosphorylated in vitro by the serine/threonine kinase domain of titin, located at the M-band (236).

Recent crystallographic studies demonstrated a (2:1)$_2$ molar ratio for the titin/T-cap complex (429). In particular, they showed that the NH$_2$-terminal 90 amino acids of T-cap/telethonin can cross-link two titin molecules in antiparallel orientation through two sets of palindromic sequences organized as β-sheets, which interact with the first two Ig domains of adjacent titin molecules. This results in an unusual, asymmetric structure in which the four Ig domains of titin in the complex are linked by two equivalent β-sheets, but only one of the two gaps between them is occupied by a globular portion of T-cap/telethonin. The structure of the COOH-terminal 77 residues of T-cap/telethonin cannot be detected in crystals but appears to promote the formation of dimeric complexes of T-cap and the two terminal Ig domains of titin (303). As it does not target specifically to the Z-disk, the COOH-terminal region of T-cap/telethonin is not likely to have a high affinity for the domains of titin found in this structure, so its role in promoting additional oligomerization in vivo is unclear. In contrast, the NH$_2$-terminal 90 residues of T-cap/telethonin associate avidly with Z-disks in situ.

### Table 2. Titin binding partners

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Region of Binding Partner</th>
<th>Region of Titin</th>
<th>Reference Nos.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Titin-Z region</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-Cap/telethonin</td>
<td>ZIg1-ZIg2</td>
<td></td>
<td>132, 251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small ankyrin 1</td>
<td>Residues 61-89</td>
<td>ZIg1-ZIg2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FilaminC</td>
<td>FLING23-FLING24</td>
<td>ZIg2-Zis1</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α-Actinin</td>
<td>COOH-terminal 10 kDa</td>
<td>Zr1-Zr7</td>
<td>339, 422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rod domain (repeats slr2-slr3)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Zq sequence (residues 760–826)</td>
<td>422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COOH-terminal 70 kDa</td>
<td>Zis1</td>
<td></td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebulin</td>
<td>SHE3 domain</td>
<td>Zis1 (Pro-rich region)</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Titin-I region</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actin</td>
<td>I-Ig domains</td>
<td></td>
<td>213, 215, 261, 361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tropomyosin</td>
<td>N1 line (Z/I junction)</td>
<td></td>
<td>313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKA</td>
<td>N2B</td>
<td></td>
<td>419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKG</td>
<td>N2B and N2A</td>
<td></td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca$^{2+}$</td>
<td>PEVK (E-rich motif)</td>
<td></td>
<td>418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S100A1</td>
<td>PEVK</td>
<td></td>
<td>418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebulin</td>
<td>SHE3 domain</td>
<td></td>
<td>94, 305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obscurin</td>
<td>IgG48-IgG49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>αB-Crystallin</td>
<td>ZIg9-ZIg10</td>
<td></td>
<td>421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAL/FHL-2</td>
<td>N2B region-Ig27</td>
<td></td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FHL-1</td>
<td>N2B</td>
<td></td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calpain-1</td>
<td>ZIg8-Ig5</td>
<td></td>
<td>314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calpain3/p94</td>
<td>Inserted domain 2</td>
<td>IgG3 of N2A</td>
<td>341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARP family (CARP, ankrd-2/Arpp, DARP)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sequence between IgI80 and IgI81</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Titin-A/M region</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myosin</td>
<td>LMM</td>
<td>FN-III domains of A band</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MyBP-C</td>
<td>IgC8-IgC10</td>
<td>Super repeat 2 (the first Ig domain of each repeat)</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MusRF-1</td>
<td>Middle 144 amino acids</td>
<td>IgA168-IgA169</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MusRF-2</td>
<td>IgA164-IgA169</td>
<td></td>
<td>304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calmodulin</td>
<td>Kinase domain</td>
<td></td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nbr1/p62</td>
<td>NH$_2$-terminal phox/bem1p (PB1) motif</td>
<td>Kinase domain</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAL/FHL2</td>
<td>Central 270 amino acids of N2B</td>
<td></td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myomesin</td>
<td>FN-III4-FN-III6</td>
<td>IgM4</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P94/calpain-3</td>
<td>IgM9-Mis7</td>
<td></td>
<td>341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obscurin</td>
<td>IgI</td>
<td>IgM10</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-protein</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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consistent with their ability to bind in a tight complex with the Z-disk region of titin (429). The orientation of the pair of titin molecules that complex with T-cap/telethonin in situ cannot be determined directly. Nevertheless, Zou et al. (429) argue that the close alignment of titin filaments in other regions of the sarcomere suggests that they arise from the same sarcomere and overlap at the boundary of the Z-disk, rather than from neighboring sarcomeres (429). In this case, it is difficult to envision how the Ig domains of titin, located at the Z-disk, that interact with T-cap/telethonin (see below) can partition to the interior of the Z-disk. This model is also inconsistent with the idea that T-cap/telethonin acts as a molecular “bolt” to align the NH2-terminal domains of titin with respect to the Z-disk and to reinforce the links between adjacent sarcomeres (132).

Although the functional significance of the interaction of T-cap with titin is still elusive, overexpression studies of the binding domains of the two proteins in primary cultures of cardiomycocytes have indicated that it may be essential for sarcomeric assembly and integrity and have further suggested that T-cap may help to anchor the NH2 terminus of the titin filament to the Z-disk (132). As T-cap/telethonin is only expressed at later stages of myofibril formation, after primitive Z-bodies have been transformed to mature, regularly spaced Z-disks, its binding to titin probably does not play a role in early sarcomerogenesis, but instead is more likely to contribute to the structural integrity and maintenance of Z-disks after they have formed.

B) SMALL ANKYRIN 1. In addition to binding T-cap, the two NH2-terminal Ig domains of titin interact specifically and directly with small ankyrin 1 (sAnk1) (177). sAnk1 is an integral component of the network compartment of the SR that is organized in register with Z-disks and M-bands (426). Detailed molecular and biochemical studies demonstrated that a 29-amino acid-long peptide (residues 61–89) in the cytoplasmic, hydrophilic tail of sAnk1 contains the minimal sequence that mediates binding to titin ZIg1/ZIg2. Similar to T-cap, both ZIg1 and ZIg2 domains of titin are required for binding to sAnk1 (177). The direct and specific association of the extreme NH2 terminus of titin with sAnk1 suggested a role for these proteins in coordinating the assembly of the contractile apparatus with the network SR that surrounds the myofibrillar Z-disk. T-cap and sAnk1 can simultaneously bind to titin ZIg1/ZIg2 in vitro (177). Thus titin, T-cap, and sAnk1 may form a three-way complex at the periphery of the Z-disk. T-cap has also been shown to bind to MinK, the β-subunit of the potassium channel of the transverse tubular membranes (t-tubules) (91). Consequently, just as sAnk1 may link titin at the periphery of the Z-disk to the network compartment of the SR membranes, T-cap may link titin in this same region to the t-tubules of cardiac muscle. Thus titin may serve as a scaffold for the coordinated assembly of the sarcomere, the SR, and the t-tubules, through its ability to interact simultaneously with sAnk1 and T-cap.

C) α-ACTININ. α-Actinin is the major component of the Z-disk and titin’s most prominent ligand there. α-Actinin is a member of the spectrin gene superfamily and contains three major structural domains: an NH2-terminal actin-binding motif, a central rod domain composed of four spectrin-like repeats (slr), and a COOH-terminal domain with EF-hand structures (25). α-Actinin forms homodimers through the antiparallel association of the rod domains, which can then cross-link actin and titin filaments from adjacent sarcomeres, via their NH2- and COOH termini, respectively.

A number of groups have characterized the α-actinin binding site(s) on titin, although not always with the same results (14, 96, 165, 279, 292, 339, 422). Taken together, however, the data indicate that titin binds to α-actinin in three distinct ways. The first involves the titin Z-repeats, Zr1-Zr7, which provide binding sites for the extreme COOH-terminal 10 kDa of α-actinin. The different Zr motifs show distinct binding affinities for α-actinin. In particular, the highly homologous flanking Zr1 and Zr7 repeats interact more strongly with the COOH-terminus of α-actinin and may bind independently (339), whereas the central repeats (Zr2-Zr6), which are differentially expressed, act together in groups of two or more Zrs, to provide additional, although significantly weaker, binding sites (422).

A second α-actinin binding site is immediately downstream of the Z-repeats, in the nonmodular Zq sequence of titin and involves amino acids 760–826 (422). This site binds to the rod domain of α-actinin, specifically to its two central spectrin repeats (slr 2 and slr 3). Binding requires both spectrin repeats, suggesting that each contributes to the binding site. A third binding site for the COOH-terminal 70-kDa portion of α-actinin was recently identified in titin’s Zis domain in a yeast two-hybrid assay (196). A detailed biochemical characterization of this interaction has not yet been completed, so little is known about the specificity of this binding and its potential regulation.

Several studies have proposed that the variable number of Z-repeats and their distinct binding affinities for the COOH terminus of α-actinin may influence the structural properties of Z-disks from different muscle types (96, 223, 224, 279, 339). This in turn may control the ability of Z-disks to respond to mechanical stress, through dynamic alterations of their lattice, and to withstand and transmit different levels of tension. Moreover, the fact that all Z-repeats are able to bind α-actinin, albeit with different affinities, suggests that they may function in a cooperative manner. If this is true, then the number of Z-repeats may determine the number and spacing of α-actinin cross-links within the Z-disk lattice. This idea was challenged by ultrastructural and biochemical studies that indicated that a one-to-one correspondence of Z-repeats and α-ac-
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Titin cross-links is not possible (225, 422). Consequently, Young et al. (422) proposed that the maximal number of cross links would be the highest integer of half the number of Z-repeats, and Luther and Squire (225) postulated that two Z-repeats per cross-link is a more likely arrangement. Additional experimentation is needed to assess the quantitative relationship between the number of Z-repeats and α-actinin cross-links.

The interaction between α-actinin and the Z-repeat modules of titin is conformationally regulated (423). Downstream of its actin-binding domain (ABD), α-actinin contains a 30-residue peptide that is highly homologous to the Z-repeats of titin. When an α-actinin homodimer is in a "closed" or "inactive" conformation, this 30-residue pseudoligand of one α-actinin molecule binds to the COOH-terminus of a neighboring α-actinin with apparent nanomolar affinity, preventing binding to titin. This inhibition is relieved upon binding of phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate [PI(4,5)P2], an anionic phospholipid present at Z-disks, that binds to the ABD of α-actinin (82, 269). Binding of PI(4,5)P2 to the ABD induces a conformational change in the α-actinin homodimer that renders the COOH termini of the two α-actinin subunits available to bind to titin's Z-repeats (423). This autoinhibition may provide a regulatory mechanism that controls the local association of α-actinin and titin during the assembly and turnover of myofibrils. Contrary to the binding of the Z-repeats to the COOH terminus of α-actinin, the interaction between Zq and the rod domain of α-actinin is constitutive and independent of phospholipids.

Two obvious questions that emerge from these studies are whether titin's three binding sites for α-actinin function cooperatively or competitively, and which are required for the formation of Z-disks during sarcomere assembly and maintenance. Further experimentation will be needed to answer these questions and to decipher the role of each one of the binding sites in the assembly and maintenance of Z-disks.

D) OBSCURIN. The peripheral Z-disk region of titin contains a binding site for obscurin (19, 421). Obscurin is a giant myofibrillar protein that contains adhesion (mainly Ig and FN-III domains) and signaling (IQ, Src-homology-3 or SH3, guanine nucleotide exchange factor or GEF, and pleckstrin homology or PH motifs) modules arranged in tandem (421) (see below). Titin Ig motifs 9 and 10 bind specifically to obscurin Ig repeats 48 and 49 with nanomolar affinity (421). Additionally, a unique stretch of 198 amino acid residues located NH2-terminally to Ig repeat 21 of the I-band portion of Novex-3, a truncated ~700-kDa splice variant of titin that extends from the Z-disk to the I-band, also binds to obscurin Ig domains 48 and 49 (19). The functional significance of the interaction between titin and obscurin is speculative at this time. One possibility is that their binding may directly link signaling pathways regulated by Ca2+, SH3 domains, and small GTPases with the formation of new myofibrils. Alternatively, their association may modulate sarcomeric restructuring linked to stress or contractile activity during normal development and adulthood as well as in disease states.

E) FILAMIN C AND NEBULIN. The actin binding proteins, filamin C and nebulin, also bind titin's ZIg2-Zis1 region in yeast two-hybrid screens, as well as in vitro (196). The last two Ig domains of filamin C, FLNIG23 and FLNIG24, are necessary and sufficient for binding to titin's ZIg2-Zis1 fragment, whereas the COOH-terminal SH3 domain of nebulin contains the binding activity for a 26-residue, proline-rich sequence in titin's Zis1 domain (196, 404).

Similarly to titin, filamin C is expressed during early stages of myofibrillar assembly and is targeted to distinct compartments within the cell, including the Z-disk and the sarcolemma (357, 377). Thus titin and filamin C may coassemble early in myogenesis, and their interaction may specify sites where membrane-myofibrillar connections are established. Since titin also interacts with sAnk1 and the T-cap/Mink complex, it may coordinate the alignment of sarcomeric structures with internal membranes as well as with specialized sarcolemmal domains in developing muscle.

The interaction of titin and nebulin at the level of the Z-disk is also intriguing. Recent in vivo studies of nebulin-deficient mice have suggested that nebulin may contribute to the architecture of the Z-disk (21, 404). Given the extensive diversity of alternative splicing of the Z-disk regions of nebulin and titin (see below), which appears to correlate with the thickness of the Z-disk, as well as their ability to associate directly at the Z-disk, these two giant proteins may act together to specify the width of the Z-disk (404).

3. Role of the Z-disk region of titin in myofibrillogenesis

The importance of the Z-disk region of titin in myofibril assembly, stabilization, and maintenance has been demonstrated by several laboratories (17, 132, 292, 364). Overexpression of the first 362 amino acids of titin in primary cultures of chicken cardiomyocytes resulted in complete disassembly of the sarcomeric cytoskeleton (364). Not only were Z-disks narrow, bent, and scattered, but A-bands were also disorganized or absent, suggesting that anchorage of full-length titin into the Z-disk is important for the formation and maintenance of the entire sarcomere. Similarly, overexpression of the entire integral Z-disk region of titin in the myogenic cell line, Hsk btsA58, led to sarcomere disassembly (292), and overexpression of just the first 200 amino acids of the Z-disk portion of titin, which contain repeats ZIg1 and ZIg2, in cultures of embryonic cardiac myocytes resulted in severe disruption of myofibrils and loss of contractile activ-
directly interacts with both sets of filaments. The NH2-terminal domains of titin play a key role during myofibril formation by serving as “molecular blueprints” that coordinate the assembly and organization of proteins at the Z-disk as well as the M- and A-bands, and that continue to play a role in stabilizing these structures in mature myofibrils.

All these studies suggest that overexpression of the Z-disk portion of titin affects not only the assembly of Z-disks and associated structures, such as the organization of actin filaments into I-bands, but also the organization of thick filaments into A-bands. These observations are consistent with the idea of “cross-talk” between the two ends of this gigantic molecule during sarcomere formation, and further imply that disruption of the COOH-terminal region of titin, located at the M-band, will also affect the organization of the Z-disk. Consistent with this, gene targeting of the extreme COOH terminus of titin in cultured skeletal myotubes demonstrated that the organization of both M-bands and Z-disks was severely affected (243). Although a number of studies have postulated that thin and thick filaments assemble independently, at least during early stages of myofibril formation (148, 178), the need for a structure that interacts with both filamentous systems and ultimately coordinates their integration into sarcomeres is obvious. Titin could fulfill such a role, as it interacts with both sets of filaments.

The studies summarized above indicate that the NH2-terminal domains of titin play a key role during myofibril formation by serving as “molecular blueprints” that coordinate the assembly and organization of proteins at the Z-disk as well as the M- and A-bands, and that continue to play a role in stabilizing these structures in mature myofibrils.

B. The I-Band Region of Titin

The central I-band region of titin is the most well studied portion of this gigantic molecule and has been the focus of many reviews, which discuss its molecular composition and structure, its elastic properties, its many binding partners, and the signaling pathways it may control through them. We discuss key features of this region of titin below, but refer the reader to earlier and recent reviews for additional details (83, 115, 117–119, 121–123, 185, 195, 205, 209, 211).

1. Molecular structure and elastic properties of the central I-band region

Titin’s I-band region begins ~100 nm away from the center of the Z-disk, is encoded by exons 28–251, and undergoes extensive alternative splicing, to give rise to isoforms with distinct elastic properties and molecular masses, ranging from 3 to 4 MDa (Fig. 2) (209, 215–217). In the absence of external forces, the I-band region of titin is highly folded. During stretch, however, it gradually extends, developing passive tension, in contrast to the other regions of titin, which appear to be inextensible.

Four spring-like elements have been characterized within the I-band region of titin. These function as bidirectional springs, and contribute to the development of passive and restoring forces that maintain a constant resting sarcomere length, even after stretch or contraction (please refer to the reviews, cited above, for more details). They include tandemly arranged proximal and distal Ig-domain regions of variable lengths, multiple PEVK motifs, ranging from 183 residues in the human heart to 2,174 residues in the human soleus muscle, enriched in proline (P), glutamic acid (E), valine (V), and lysine (K) residues, an N2A element present in all skeletal and some cardiac isoforms, and an N2B element expressed exclusively in cardiac variants (119, 121–123). Thus mammalian skeletal muscle has titins with N2A domains that are 3–4 MDa in mass, whereas cardiac muscle has different ratios of N2B (~3 MDa) and N2BA (3.2–3.7 MDa) isoforms, the relative amounts of which vary with development. As the ratios of different cardiac isoforms change in the hearts of hibernating grizzly bears (267), the expression of these splice forms is also likely to be regulated metabolically.

Elegant studies with the atomic force microscope of single regions of titin, expressed in bacteria, have demonstrated that the four spring elements of titin have distinct bending rigidities and as a result do not extend uniformly with stretch. As stretch is initiated, the proximal and distal Ig-domain regions extend by straightening of linker sequences. Unfolding of individual Ig domains is highly unlikely, however, as it would entail repeated unfolding and refolding during each cycle of stretch and release, which would be energetically unfavorable (113, 114, 119, 121–123, 210, 212, 214, 216, 217). As stretch forces rise, random coil sequences within the PEVK segment extend, followed at higher forces by the extension of random coil sequences in the N2B element (112, 206, 216, 262, 358, 360, 380, 395). This stepwise extension of titin’s I-band region generates a unique passive force-extension curve that is shallow close to slack sarcomere length, but steeper at higher degrees of extension (48, 114, 145, 212).

The contribution of titin’s central I-band region to the generation of passive tension has been examined during myocardial stretch and ventricular filling (112, 115–117, 119, 121, 124, 144, 146, 204, 205). In normal myocardium, I-band titin behaves as a bidirectional spring by restoring sarcomeres to their slack or resting length after systole, and by limiting the lengths to which sarcomeres can be stretched during early diastole. Although titin’s central I-band segment is the predominant source of passive tension at relatively short sarcomere lengths (~1.9 μm), extracellular matrix components, with collagens I and III being the main contributors, together with titin determine...
the passive myocardial stiffness near the upper limit of sarcomere lengths (~2.2 μm) achieved during diastolic ventricular filling (120, 417). Consistent with this, increased collagen type I and I/III ratios have been associated with increased diastolic chamber stiffness (411).

Recently, Radke et al. (312) developed the first genetically engineered mouse model for the I-band portion of titin. Specifically, they generated a partial knockout mouse in which exon 49 of titin, which encodes the N2B region, was deleted, but in which the rest of the titin gene was left intact. The mutant mice survived to adulthood, indicating that the N2B region is dispensable for the development or contractile activity of striated muscles. Although the hearts lacking the N2B region had smaller ventricles, they produced normal ejection volumes, most likely due to a compensatory increase in ejection fraction. Moreover, the slack sarcomere length was reduced and the passive stiffness was increased. The increase in passive stiffness was attributed to an additional extension of the remaining spring elements, with the PEVK region...
extending the most, followed by the proximal and distal Ig segments. Thus it appears that the N2B region is essential for the diastolic, but not the systolic, function of the heart through its contribution to passive tension.

2. Phosphorylation and Ca\(^{2+}\) regulators of titin-based passive tension

In addition to differential splicing of its elastic elements, phosphorylation and changes in Ca\(^{2+}\) concentration also regulate the mechanical properties of titin’s I-band region. Phosphorylation of the N2B region by protein kinase A (PKA) following stimulation with \(\beta\)-adrenergic agonists reduces passive tension (84, 419). This has been attributed to a phosphorylation-induced increase of the functional length of the N2B element, resulting in lower passive force (184, 199, 419). Consistent with this, PKA increases ventricular compliance in a titin-dependent manner during \(\beta\)-adrenergic stimulation (84).

Contrary to the effect of PKA-mediated phosphorylation, Ca\(^{2+}\) binding to the PEVK region of titin lowers its bending rigidity and augments its passive stiffness during stretch (189, 418). This effect of Ca\(^{2+}\) requires the presence of E-rich motifs within the PEVK segment. Accordingly, N2B titin, which primarily contains PPAK repeats but not E-rich motifs within its PEVK segment, is largely insensitive to [Ca\(^{2+}\)] fluctuations, whereas N2BA titin, which contains several E-rich motifs, shows increased passive tension following Ca\(^{2+}\) binding (81).

Ca\(^{2+}\) also affects passive stiffness indirectly by modulating the interaction of the PEVK region of titin with actin (81, 188, 213, 215, 261, 418). In vitro motility assays and passive cardiac myocyte mechanics showed that as the thin filament slides relative to titin, a dynamic interaction between actin and the PEVK segment slows filament sliding and contributes to the generation of passive force (418). This effect requires S100A1, a soluble Ca\(^{2+}\) binding protein of the EF-hand family that is abundantly expressed in the cytoplasm of cardiomyocytes. S100A1 inhibits the interaction of actin with the PEVK segment in a Ca\(^{2+}\)-dependent manner, increasing the passive stiffness of cardiomyocytes during diastole as Ca\(^{2+}\) levels decay (346, 347, 418). Thus, during the heart’s pumping cycle, oscillation of free Ca\(^{2+}\) in the presence of S100A1 may modulate the PEVK/actin interaction, which in turn may provide a means to increase passive tension under dynamic conditions.

3. Binding partners of the I-band region of titin

All the findings discussed above indicate that the central I-band region of titin behaves as a spring that generates passive tension. It also contains binding sites for many proteins involved in distinct cellular processes that help to integrate the mechanical and contractile activity of heart and skeletal muscle with regulatory mechanisms that control metabolism and gene expression. To date, the ligands of the I-band portion of titin include actin, tropomyosin, nebulin, \(\alpha\beta\)-crystallin, DRAL/FHL2, FHL-1, calpains 1 and 3, and members of the muscle ankyrin repeat proteins (MARPs) family (Fig. 2, Table 2).

A) ACTIN. Two sites in titin’s I-band region interact with sarcomeric actin, one near the Z-disk involving Ig domains and the second in the PEVK segment. An ~100-nm-long stretch of F-actin binds in a Ca\(^{2+}\)-dependent manner to titin fragments that, depending on the splice form, contain variable numbers of Ig domains located at the junction between the Z-disk and the I-band (169, 213, 359, 361). Although the physiological role of the binding of titin to actin at this site is not known, it may contribute to the assembly and regular alignment of the thin filaments in the I-band, and at the same time may provide a firm and secure anchor for the extensible I-band segment of titin.

A second binding site for sarcomeric actin within titin’s PEVK segment has been extensively studied both in the cardiac and skeletal isoforms. Studies by Yamashita et al. (418) and Linke et al. (215) indicated that the right ventricular form of titin, which contains the N2B domain but has a low number of E-rich motifs in its PEVK region, binds actin more avidly than the atrial N2B form of titin, which has a high poly-E content (93). In contrast, Nagy et al. (261) demonstrated that different portions of the N2A-PEVK fragment of titin from skeletal muscle have distinct affinities for sarcomeric actin, with the middle portion, which has a higher preponderance of poly-E motifs, exhibiting the strongest binding. These results together suggest that the poly-E motifs alone are not responsible for actin binding, but the additional sites in this region of titin that can influence binding have not yet been identified. In a subsequent study, the same investigators used optical tweezers to verify the presence of multiple actin binding sites along the PEVK fragment with different binding avidities and capacities (29). Consequently, they suggested that this region may be promiscuous for actin binding, and thus may provide a viscoelastic scaffold that maintains sarcomeric structural integrity during stress and relaxation.

As the interaction between the PEVK region of titin and sarcomeric actin must accommodate the movement of the thin filaments during contraction and relaxation, it has been proposed that their binding is transitory and weak. Consistent with this, Astier et al. (13) calculated an apparent binding affinity (\(K_a\)) in the low micromolar range for the binding of actin to titin’s PEVK region, and Kulke et al. (188) and Yamashita et al. (418) proposed that this binding might be modulated by dynamic extrinsic factors, such as local ionic strength and temperature. Using in vitro motility assays and cosedimentation studies, they demonstrated that increases in ionic strength or temperature augmented binding significantly, which suggested the involvement of hydrophobic interactions in the...
association of actin with the PEVK region of titin (188, 418).

The functional significance of the binding of the PEVK region of titin to actin has been investigated using both in vitro motility assays and studies of passive mechanics in cardiac myocytes (188, 418). These studies highlighted a crucial role for this interaction in the production of viscous force production and the passive stiffness of myocytes, which are both dynamically modulated by Ca$^{2+}$ and S100A1 (see also sect. iB2). Thus the two different types of interactions between titin and actin may facilitate distinct functions: binding of titin’s Ig domains, located at the interface of the Z-disk and I-band, to actin filaments may anchor its adjacent elastic I-band region, whereas binding of its PEVK domain to actin filaments may regulate the development of passive force.

b) Tropomyosin. Using a solid phase binding assay, Raynaud et al. (313) showed that tropomyosin binds to the I-band portion of titin at two independent sites with affinities in the low micromolar range. One site is located near the Z-disk at the N1 line and the other in the PEVK region near the N2 line. Binding is independent of Ca$^{2+}$ and actin, although both sites can also interact with actin. The latter observation and the fact that tropomyosin lines the grooves of thin filaments suggested that these regions of titin may bind to the tropomyosin-actin complex. Co-sedimentation assays, however, demonstrated that the binding of the PEVK region of titin to actin inhibited the binding of tropomyosin to actin when it was added before tropomyosin but had no effect when added after the formation of the tropomyosin-actin complex. Thus it appears that titin makes transitory contacts with actin and with the tropomyosin-actin complex that may regulate the sliding of the thin filaments during contraction.

c) Nebulin. The proline-rich sequences in the PEVK region of titin contain binding sites that have micromolar affinity for the COOH-terminal SH3 domain of nebulin, as shown by circular dichroism, fluorescence spectroscopy, and nuclear magnetic resonance techniques (227, 305). In fact, the multiple copies of poly-proline sequences arranged in tandem along the PEVK region suggest the presence of numerous SH3 binding motifs, a possibility that remains to be examined (226). The physiological significance of the interaction of titin’s proline-rich sequences with nebulin’s SH3 domain is unclear, especially as SH3 domains can bind to proline-rich sequences nonspecifically, and nebulin’s SH3 domain lies within the Z-disk while titin’s proline-rich sequences lie hundreds of nanometers away, in the I-band. Thus any links that form between these two domains should be transitional, occurring, for example, during myofibril assembly. Consistent with this, it has been speculated that their interaction may play a critical role in the recruitment, orientation, and integration of nebulin into the I-band (227).

d) αB-crystallin. αB-crystallin is a small heat shock protein that oligomerizes and binds to partially unfolded proteins to prevent denaturation (40, 298). During ischemia, αB-crystallin translocates to the N1-region of the myofibrillar I-band, where it associates with titin, as demonstrated by immunoelectron microscopy and biochemical approaches (106, 107). The precise binding site of αB-crystallin on I-band titin was identified by Bullard et al. (44), who employed a combination of immunofluorescent and immunoelectron microscopy and in vitro binding assays. Their studies showed that, at physiological sarcomere lengths, αB-crystallin bound specifically to titin’s N2B region and the two Ig domains located COOH-terminally to N2B (i.e., Ig26/Ig27), but not to the PEVK fragment. To study the stabilizing effects of αB-crystallin on titin, these investigators used atomic force microscopy to stretch a block of eight Ig domains (Ig91-Ig98) from the distal Ig domains portion of I-band titin. Higher stretching forces were needed to unfold these domains in the presence of αB-crystallin, which implied that the latter might protect I-band titin under conditions of extreme stress that otherwise might cause domain unfolding and protein denaturation. Related studies of the effects of binding of αB-crystallin to titin’s N2B domain and nearby regions, including studies of the effects of pathogenic mutations in αB-crystallin, have recently appeared (427).

e) DRAL/FHL-2 and FHL-1. In addition to binding αB-crystallin, the N2B region of titin also interacts with the cardiac-specific four and a half LIM domain protein, DRAL/FHL2 (50, 101, 197). DRAL/FHL2 localizes in broad bands at the ends of sarcomeres, at the Z/I interface, and in fainter striations in the middle of sarcomeres, at the M-bands. The interaction of DRAL/FHL2 with the N2B domain of titin is likely to be functionally significant, as the expression of DRAL/FHL2 is inhibited in the N2B-knockout mouse and may contribute to the reduced size of the N2B-deficient heart (312). By implication, it may also contribute to hypertrophic and atrophic responses in wild-type hearts. The association of DRAL/FHL-2 with several glycolytic enzymes involved in the synthesis of ATP and with titin at sites overlying the I-band suggests that its binding to titin may couple ATP production via glycolysis to the contractile cytoskeleton, and thus may help to maintain high local concentrations of ATP near sites of contractile activity.

Interestingly, a recent study further demonstrated that the N2B region of titin also binds to FHL-1, another member of the four and a half LIM domain proteins, that localizes at the I-band and plays important roles in the progression of pathological cardiac hypertrophy (332). As FHL1 interacts with titin’s N2B region and proteins of the Goq-MAPK pathway, it may sense biomechanical stress responses in the sarcomere, via its interaction with titin, and alter signaling cascades mediated by the Goq-MAPK pathway, leading to pathological hypertrophy (332).
F) Calpains-1 and -3. Calpain-1 is a ubiquitously expressed Ca\(^{2+}\)-dependent protease that is tightly linked to the myofibrillar Z-disk and I-band through its direct interaction with titin (57, 314). Immunofluorescent and immuno-electron microscopic studies as well as biochemical studies by Raynaud et al. (314) demonstrated that calpain-1 associates with titin at two different locations: one that includes the NH\(_2\)-terminal ZIg8-Ig5 domains, located at the level of the N1 line, which is close to the Z-disk, and another that contains the PEVK fragment and flanking sequences, located at the N2 line in the middle of the I-band (314). Both interactions are Ca\(^{2+}\) dependent, as their affinity drops from the nanomolar to the micromolar range when Ca\(^{2+}\) is removed. Notably, both titin subfragments are efficiently cleaved by calpain-1 in the presence of Ca\(^{2+}\) (314). Thus it appears that calpain-1 through its interaction with titin’s I-band regions preferentially accumulates at the myofibrillar N1 and N2 structures. These sites along the sarcomere contain high amounts of Ca\(^{2+}\) deposits (354, 420) and act as the main postmortem proteolytic cleavage sites, where muscle protein breakdown and the initial steps of sarcomere disassembly take place (12, 153).

The N2A region of the I-band portion of titin, and specifically Ig domain 83, supports binding to the inserted domain 2 (IS2) of calpain-3, which is located between domains IIA and IIB of its papain-type proteolytic motif (140, 283, 341). Calpain-3/p94 is a nonlysosomal Ca\(^{2+}\)-dependent cysteine protease that is specific to skeletal muscle. It is unique among calpains and other proteases, as it undergoes rapid and exhaustive autolysis and has a half-life of <1 h (61). Loss-of-function mutations in calpain-3 lead to limb-girdle muscular dystrophy type 2A (LGMD2A), a common form of muscular dystrophy characterized by progressive muscle weakness, atrophy of the shoulder and pelvic girdle musculature, and extensive degeneration and regeneration of muscle (64) (see below).

The functional significance of the binding of calpain-3 to titin and whether titin is itself a substrate for the protease remain unknown. Although coexpression experiments and in vitro studies have shown that titin can be cleaved by calpain-3, this observation has not yet been confirmed in vivo (140, 355). Conversely, titin has been suggested to inhibit the proteolytic autoactivation of calpain-3 (61, 140, 283, 355). The signal that leads to activation of calpain-3 remains elusive, and much debate has focused on the possible role of Ca\(^{2+}\) or exercise in this process (65). Overexpression of calpain-3 in muscle suffering from muscular dystrophy with myositis (mdm), a model carrying a deletion within domain Ig83 of titin (the binding site for calpain-3 in the N2A region of titin) dramatically worsened their dystrophic phenotype (92, 152). Conversely, overexpression of calpain-3 in wild-type mice or muscle cells in culture did not result in any apparent phenotype, suggesting that muscle cells contain high “buffering capacity” for the activity of calpain-3 activity, which has been attributed to titin (24, 343). Taken together, these findings indicate that binding of calpain-3 to the N2A domain (and perhaps to the MIg9/Mis7 region; see below) of titin may regulate its activity and that titin may act as a reservoir of inactive calpain-3 (281).

g) MARP. Cardiac ankyrin repeat protein (CARP), ankrd-2/Arpp, and diabetes-related ankyrin repeat protein (DARP) are conserved members of the MARP family of proteins. CARP, ankrd-2/Arpp, and DARP localize at the myofibrillar I-band and in the nucleus, and their expression is upregulated in both skeletal and cardiac muscles after mechanical or metabolic stress (244). All three MARP proteins contain a conserved titin-binding motif within their second ankyrin repeat, which directly interacts with a unique tyrosine-rich sequence between Ig80 and Ig81 of the N2A region of titin (244). As the binding affinities of the MARP proteins for the N2A region of titin are similar, it has been speculated that the nature of the MARPs associated with titin is regulated in a developmental fashion or, alternatively, may depend on the differential expression of these proteins upon exposure to different stress stimuli.

Given their dual distribution at the I-band and the nucleus, their direct regulation by stress, and their diverse binding partners, MARPs may function as stretch sensors to link myofibrillar-stress responses through their interaction with N2A titin to muscle gene expression, through their association with transcription factors (172, 244, 408). Studies with the atomic force microscope to examine the effects of the MARPs on the extensibility of titin could test this idea experimentally.

C. The A-Band Region of Titin

1. Molecular composition of the A-band portion of titin

The COOH-terminal 2 MDa of titin are located in the sarcomeric A-band. This portion of titin is highly repetitive and relatively inextensible. It is composed of two types of super-repeats, both consisting of regular patterns of Ig and FN-III motifs (87, 191, 252, 363). Unlike Ig domains, which are found over the entire length of titin, FN-III repeats are found exclusively in its A-band segment and with the Ig domains make up ~70% of the A-band portion of titin (Fig. 3).

The first super-repeat is found in the D-zone of the A-band and comprises six copies of a 7-domain repeat arranged as Ig-(FN-III)\(_2\)-Ig-(FN-III)\(_3\) (93, 191, 193). The second super-repeat, located COOH-terminally to the first, is found in the C-zone of the A-band and contains an 11-domain motif, arranged as Ig-(FN-III)\(_2\)-Ig-(FN-III)\(_3\)-Ig-(FN-III)\(_3\) that is repeated 11 times (93, 191, 193). A striking feature of the 11-domain super-repeat is that it shows...
a periodicity of $\sim 43\text{--}44$ nm, which correlates well with the 11 $\sim 43$ nm structural elements formed by myosin and accessory proteins within the thick filament. This suggests that the 11-domain super-repeat of titin associates laterally with the thick filament (28, 141) (see also below). Consistent with this, the individual domains at similar positions within the two super-repeats have higher sequence homology than the domains within the same super-repeat. This super-repeat pattern of titin at the A-band is broken only in two places: one near the beginning of the Ig/FN-III-rich region, where, following the first two groups of the first repeat, there is a stretch of six FN-III domains, and the other at the end of the Ig/FN-III region, specifically at the junction of the A-band and M-band portions of titin, where the pattern is more varied.

Unlike the elastic I-band portion of titin, the A-band portion of titin is inextensible and remains fixed with respect to the M-band as sarcomere length varies (88, 402). This suggests that the A-band region of titin is tightly associated with the thick filament, where it may play a critical role in the regulation of its length and structure.

2. Ligands of titin at the A-band

The repetitive patterns of the two super-repeats in the A-band region of titin provide regularly spaced binding sites for integral components of the thick filaments, such as sarcomeric myosin and MyBP-C, as well as proteins with diverse activities, associated with additional cytoplasmic compartments, such as muscle-specific RING-finger protein-1 and -2 (MuRF-1 and -2), which could link thick filaments to signaling pathways (Fig. 3, Table 2).

A) SARCOMERIC MYOSIN. Early studies by Isaacs et al. (158) used pulse-labeling, immunoprecipitation, and reversible cross-linking procedures to demonstrate that titin and sarcomeric myosin are chemically cross-linked into large, detergent-resistant complexes within minutes of their synthesis, suggesting that the two proteins associate in situ. Since these original observations, several laboratories have studied the direct interaction of titin and sarcomeric myosin with cosedimentation and solid-phase binding assays, spectroscopy, and electron microscopy. These studies confirmed the tight association of the two proteins and identified the regions on titin and on the heavy chains of myosin that mediate binding.

In 1995, Houmeida et al. (150) demonstrated that full-length myosin specifically interacts with the 0.8-µm fragment of titin located in its A-band, but not its I-band, region. Two distinct binding sites for titin were identified on myosin’s heavy chain. Three groups found that the last $\sim 20$ nm section of the light meromyosin (LMM) portion of...
the molecule, that forms the backbone of the thick filament, binds to the A-band region of titin (150, 191, 342), whereas two other groups showed that binding to this region was mediated by the S1 fragment of the head domain of myosin (252, 392). Binding of the S1 fragment to titin is stronger than binding of the LMM segment and increases with the number of FN-III domains present. The differences between these studies mainly arise from the different portions of the A-band portion of titin that were assayed. The studies of LMM used either purified, full-length titin or pieces that included variable combinations of Ig domains and partial FN-III motifs, whereas the studies of the S1 fragment focused on the role of the FN-III domains, found exclusively in the A-band portion of titin. To reconcile this discrepancy, Muhle-Goll et al. (252) proposed that unique sites, distinct from the FN-III domains, found exclusively in the A-band portion of titin, mediate the interaction with LMM.

The strong binding of the S1 portion of the myosin head domain to titin may have important functional consequences for the topography of the actomyosin filaments, as it would position the head domain closer to the backbone of the thick filament and further away from its binding site to actin, altering Ca²⁺ sensitivity and reducing both the probability of cross-bridge formation and force generation.

B) MYOSIN BINDING PROTEIN-C. MyBP-C was originally discovered by Offer et al. (277) in 1973 as a contaminant of myosin preparations. Subsequent studies further characterized its interaction with myosin, identified the minimal binding sites that mediate their tight association, and postulated that binding of MyBP-C to myosin plays a critical role in maintaining the normal structure of thick filaments and regulating contraction by controlling the formation and cycling of cross-bridges (67, 271, 403).

The interaction of MyBP-C with myosin heavy chain is not uniform along the length of the A-band but is restricted to the C-zone, where MyBP-C is arranged in 11 transverse stripes at regular intervals of ~43 nm (344). This periodicity corresponds to that of the 11-domain super-repeat present in the C-zone of titin, to which MyBP-C binds (90, 191). Thus these studies suggested that binding to titin’s super-repeats specifies the subsarcomeric distribution of MyBP-C. Subsequent studies by Freiburg and Gautel (80) used recombinant titin domains and either native or recombinant subfragments of cardiac MyBP-C to demonstrate that the binding of titin and MyBP-C in vitro is mediated by the 11-domain super-repeats. Further dissection of the 11-domain super-repeat [Ig-(FN-III)2-Ig-(FN-III)7-Ig-(FN-III)3] into its three distinct Ig domains localized the primary binding site for MyBP-C to the first Ig domain, although contribution of flanking motifs was not excluded.

The minimal domain of MyBP-C required for binding to titin’s 11-domain super-repeat was assigned to its COOH-terminal C8-C10 repeats (80), which also harbor the binding site for sarcomeric myosin (6, 68, 282, 401). These domains are deleted in patients suffering from familial hypertrophic cardiomyopathy linked to chromosome 11 (33, 271, 272). The binding of MyBP-C to titin is significantly weaker than to myosin (282), suggesting that formation of a ternary complex may promote a strong association with titin at specific sites along the thick filament (80). There is no evidence that a three-way complex among these proteins can form, however.

C) MUSCLE RING FINGER PROTEINS 1 AND 2. Muscle ring finger protein (MURF)-1 is an E3-ubiquitin ligase that is expressed throughout muscle development (131). Recent studies have shown that MURF-1 is upregulated during muscle atrophy and may prevent cardiac hypertrophy via a protein kinase C (PKC)-dependent pathway (32). MURF-1 localizes at the myofibrillar Z-disk, the periphery of the M-band, and in soluble form in the cytoplasm (49, 238). It binds to sarcomeric and cytoskeletal proteins, enzymes involved in ATP production, regulators of nuclear transcription, and enzymes involved in sumoylation, which in turn modulate nuclear translocation, gene expression, and subcellular targeting (131, 407).

Consistent with its site of localization in the middle of the sarcomere, MURF-1 binds to titin repeats A168–169, located adjacent to the kinase domain at the periphery of the M-band (49, 249). Overexpression in chick cardiac myocytes of full-length MURF-1 or its central 144 amino acids, which contain the titin-binding site, specifically perturbed the structure of titin in the M-band region (238). Overexpression of the A168–170 repeats of titin produced a similar phenotype (238). In both cases, thick filaments and M-bands were also disrupted, but thin filaments and Z-disks were not. MURF-1 and its binding to titin are therefore likely to play a role in the assembly or stabilization of thick filaments and M-bands. As the binding site of titin on MURF-1 does not involve the latter’s RING domain, required for its ubiquitin ligase activity, it was suggested that titin is not ubiquitinylated by MURF-1 (167), but this has not yet been demonstrated. In light of the role of MURF-1 in muscle atrophy (32, 200), however, its binding to titin may regulate the degradation of myofibrils and the turnover of the contractile apparatus, processes that are vital for the structure and function of healthy muscle as well as under pathological conditions, like atrophy and hypertrophy.

MURF-2 is expressed in at least four isoforms in striated muscle (198, 304). It also binds to titin in vitro, specifically to domains A164–169 (49, 304). At early stages of myofibrillogenesis, MURF-2 colocalizes with stable, glutaminated microtubules but not with the dynamic pool of tyrosinated microtubules (304). At later stages, MURF-2 transiently associates with sarcomeric myosin and the A-band portion of titin, and then disappears as mature myofibrils form. MURF-2 may therefore tran-
siently link microtubules, myosin, and titin during myofibril assembly, perhaps allowing the microtubules to act as a scaffold for the formation of mature A-bands (241).

Although there is so far no experimental evidence suggesting that MURF-3 also binds titin, and at least one group reported negative results for the binding of MURF-2 to titin (49), the ability of the MURF proteins to hetero-multimerize may link the sarcomere, via the association of titin with MURF-1, to proteolysis, nuclear transport, and the functions of the microtubular network.

D. The M-Band Region of Titin

1. Molecular composition of the M-band portion of titin

In contrast to the regular pattern of structural motifs in the A-band portion of titin, the COOH-terminal 200 kDa of titin, localized to the M-band, has a complex structure (Fig. 3). This portion of titin consists of a serine/threonine kinase domain that is encoded within M-band exon 1 (Mex-1) and 10 Ig-CII globular motifs (MIg1-MIg10), each composed of seven antiparallel β-sheets, interspersed by unique interdomain sequences (Is1-Is7) of varying lengths and properties that are encoded within M-line exons 2–6 (Mex2-Mex6) (49, 98, 123, 130, 191). Five of the six exons that encode the M-band portion of titin are constitutively expressed in all types of muscles throughout embryonic development and in adulthood, but exon 5 (Mex5), which contains a binding site for calpain-3, is alternatively spliced and its expression varies widely among muscles (173, 174). For instance, 90% of titin molecules in heart, soleus, and psoas (slow-twitch muscles), but only 10% in extensor digitorum longus and tibialis anterior (fast-twitch muscles) contain Mex5. Like the binding activities in other regions of titin, most of the binding of the M-band section of titin to other proteins is mediated by the Ig repeats, although recent evidence has postulated that the Is insertions are also involved.

2. Structure and activation of the Ser/Thr kinase domain of titin

The kinase domain of titin belongs to the myosin light-chain kinase (MLCK) family of kinases and has been implicated in mechanochemical signal transduction pathways. It is composed of a catalytic core that contains the ATP- and substrate-binding sites and a downstream regulatory domain that contains an autoinhibitory domain and a binding domain for Ca²⁺-calmodulin (94). Elucidation of the kinase’s crystal structure provided evidence about its regulation (125, 236). In the inactive state, its catalytic aspartate is blocked by a nearby tyrosine (Y170), and its ATP-binding site is blocked by the kinase’s regulatory tail. It has been suggested that this autoinhibition is relieved by a dual mechanism that involves phosphorylation of tyrosine-170 by an unknown kinase, followed by binding of Ca²⁺-calmodulin to the regulatory tail, which displaces it from the ATP binding site. To date, this type of activation is unique to the Ser/Thr kinase domain of titin, which is the only known non-arginine/aspartate kinase to be activated by a phosphorylation event. The uniqueness of the mechanism regulating its activation suggests that control of titin’s kinase activity is physiologically important. This is supported by studies of its ligands and the effects of targeted mutations.

3. Ligands of titin at the M-band

The COOH-terminal M-band region of titin binds to sarcomeric components, like myomesin and M-protein, proteins like DRAL/FHL2 and Nbr1 that move among compartments in the myoplasm, and Ca²⁺-dependent proteases, specifically calpain-3/p94 (Fig. 3, Table 2). Through these interactions, the M-band portion of titin has been implicated in diverse activities, including thick filament assembly and sarcomeric stability, transcriptional regulation, and mechanisms for sensing and transducing stress.

A) MYOMESIN AND M-PROTEIN. Myomesin, a ubiquitous protein of the M-band, binds directly to titin and the heavy chain of myosin and may act as an elastic cross-linker connecting the end of titin at the M-band with myosin thick filaments (265, 273–275). The binding between myomesin and titin is mediated by the FN-III domains My4-My6 of myomesin and the Ig domain 4, MIg4, of titin (274). Phosphorylation by cAMP-dependent protein kinase of a serine residue (Ser-482) in the sequence linking myomesin and titin is mediated by the FN-III domains, My4 and My5, results in complete inhibition of binding. This finding suggests that sarcomerogenesis and turnover may be controlled by phosphorylation. Consistent with this, myomesin and the COOH terminus of titin coassemble into primitive M-bands early in the process of myofibrillogenesis, providing binding sites for additional components of the M-band and functioning as scaffolding structures for the integration of sarcomeric myosin into regular A-bands (179, 180, 208, 375, 376).

Like myomesin, M-protein, which is also present at M-bands and shares a similar domain structure, binds to both myosin and titin (273, 276, 379). Unlike myomesin, however, M-protein is only expressed in postnatal cardiac myofibers and in fast-twitch muscle fibers at all stages of development (2, 3). The sites on the two proteins that mediate their binding have not yet been characterized.

B) DRAL/FHL-2. Yeast two-hybrid experiments combined with in vitro binding assays demonstrated that DRAL/FHL-2 directly binds to two different sites of titin, one located in the central 270 amino acids of the N2B region in the I-band portion of titin (see above) and the other located in the Is2 region of the M-band region, between MIg3 and MIg4 (197). DRAL/FHL-2 also interacts with...
creatine kinase, phosphofructokinase, and adenylyl cyclase, suggesting that it may tether these metabolic enzymes at sites of high-energy consumption through its association with titin (197). Consistent with this, a missense mutation in DRAL/FHL-2 (Gly48Ser) was identified in a patient with familial dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) (9). In vitro binding studies indicated that this FHL-2 mutation dramatically reduced binding to titin’s N2B and Is2 domains, suggesting that the Gly48Ser mutation results in DCM by reducing the recruitment of metabolic enzymes to the cardiac sarcomere, which in turn leads to impaired energy production and heart failure.

C) \textit{p62/calpain-3}. Titin interacts directly with calpain-3 at two distinct sites: one located at the I-band region (see above) and the other located at the M-band end of this gigantic molecule (171, 340, 341). Full-length calpain-3 is required for binding to the M-band portion of titin, as different deletion mutants did not show any binding activity (171). Later studies indicated, however, that elimination of insertion sequences 1 or 2 (IS1 or IS2) of calpain-3 potentiated binding (147). The minimal binding site for calpain-3 in the M-band portion of titin is confined to Ig motif 9 (MIg9) and the unique adjacent sequence Mis7, both of which are encoded by the alternatively spliced exon Mex5 (170). These findings suggest that the mechanisms of calpain-3 binding to the I-band and M-band regions of titin are different, with binding at the M-band site varying with muscle fiber type and developmental stage (see above).

A possible physiological link between calpain-3 and its binding site to the M-band region of titin is suggested by the recent discovery of a novel titinopathy, affecting both skeletal and cardiac muscles, that is linked to two different homozygous, out-of-frame deletions in exons 358 (Mex1) and 360 (Mex3) (46) (see below). These deletions led to the absence of titin’s COOH-terminal epitopes and the incorporation into sarcomeres of truncated forms of the protein that lack a binding site in their M-band region for calpain-3. The fact that these patients develop severe DCM, despite the fact that calpain-3 is not normally expressed in mature heart muscle, suggests that this portion of titin may have other activities as well.

D) \textit{nbr1}. The identification of binding partners and in vivo substrates of the kinase domain of titin has also been the focus of the research performed by several groups in the last decade. Recently, the zinc-finger protein nbr1 was identified as a ligand of the serine/threonine kinase domain of titin in a systematic yeast two-hybrid screen (198). The NH₂-terminal Phox/Bem1p (PB1) motif of nbr1 recognizes the kinase domain, but only when it is in an open or active conformation, which is mechanically induced by stretch (198). P62, an nbr1-related zinc finger protein, which acts as a multivalent scaffold and plays important roles in controlling ubiquitin-mediated turnover and kinase signaling cascades (52), also binds to titin’s kinase domain, as well as to nbr1. Both nbr1 and p62 can be phosphorylated by the titin kinase domain in vitro, although p62 is a significantly poorer substrate than nbr1 (198).

One of the many ligands of p62 is MURF-2, which also binds to titin’s Ig domains A164–169 (see above). MURF-2 shuttles between the cytosol and the nucleus under atrophic conditions induced by mechanical arrest, and it is essential in primary myofibrillogenesis (241). MURF-2 also binds to the transactivation domain of the serum response factor (SRF) via its RING/B-box motif, which plays a crucial role in normal heart development and growth as well as in the adaptation of muscle to hypertrophic stimuli, including mechanical stress (207, 290). Binding of MURF-2 to SRF inhibits the nuclear targeting of the latter and represses its transcriptional activity (198). Consequently, mechanically induced hypertrophic responses elicited by SRF are suppressed. Overexpression of the kinase domain of titin in neonatal rat cardiomyocytes significantly disrupted the sarcomeric and nuclear localization of MURF-2 and reduced its expression, relieving the inhibitory action of nuclear MURF-2 on SRF-mediated gene expression and counteracting the effects of mechanical arrest (198). Interestingly, however, a recent study by Witt et al. (406) demonstrated that mice null for MURF-2 are healthy and have normal muscles, which raises questions about its physiological importance in the regulation of the signaling pathways discussed above.

An autosomal dominant hereditary myopathy with early respiratory failure (HMERF) has been linked to substitution of a highly conserved arginine with tryptophan in the regulatory tail of the kinase domain of titin (see below) (268). Examination of the subcellular localization of Nbr1 and MURF-2 in skeletal muscles from HMERF patients demonstrated that both proteins were absent from their respective sarcomeric structures and that Nbr1 was diffusely localized in the cytoplasm, whereas MURF-2 preferentially concentrated in centralized nuclei.

4. \textit{Functional properties of the Ser/Thr kinase domain of titin}

The role of the Ser/Thr kinase domain of titin and flanking sequences has been extensively studied using gene-targeting approaches. In an elegant set of studies by Gotthardt et al. (111), the effects of conditionally eliminating the M-line exons, Mex1 and Mex2, which encode Ig169 and FN-III170 of the A-band, the kinase domain and MIg1-MIg7, respectively, were assessed in heart and skeletal muscles at different stages of embryonic development (111). Elimination of Mex1 and Mex2 in early embryonic development but after sarcomeric assembly had commenced was lethal; their excision late in embryonic development allowed mice to survive in utero but led to the
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development of a progressive myopathy and death at 5 wk of age. Ultrastructural evaluation of skeletal muscles lacking these exons revealed different degrees of myofibrillar disarray with widened and pale M-lines, that (if they were present at all) were devoid of M-bridges. Thus the M-line portion of titin has a critical role in sarcomeric integrity and maintenance both early in muscle development and postnatally.

In a follow-up study, the same group created mice with an inducible, tissue-specific knockout of the kinase domain and nearby regions of titin, to study the phenotype specifically in the adult heart (297). Hearts from these mice showed reduced β-adrenergic responsiveness and impaired contractile properties. This phenotype was most likely due to abnormal intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) cycling, as Ca\(^{2+}\) uptake by the SR was severely reduced. Consistent with this, the levels of both the SR Ca\(^{2+}\) pump (SERCA2) and its regulator, phospholamban, were significantly downregulated. In contrast, PKC-δ, which has been linked to postsischemic contractile dysfunction, development of hypertrophy, and disruption of the cytoskeleton, was up-regulated in titin kinase-deficient hearts, suggesting that there is cross-talk between the titin kinase domain and signaling cascades involving PKC-δ. Ultimately, these animals developed cardiac hypertrophy and heart failure.

In a third set of studies, Gotthard and colleagues (400) created mice constitutively lacking exons Mex1-Mex-2 to learn whether the kinase domain and flanking regions of titin are essential in the initial assembly of sarcomeres in developing striated muscles. Heterozygous recombinant animals were fertile and did not display any apparent morphological defects, but homozygous mice lacking the M-band region of titin, including the kinase domain, died in midgestation. Ultrastructural studies showed that myofibrils at embryonic day 9.5 (E9.5) formed regularly aligned Z-disks and M-bands, which, however, failed to grow laterally. By E11, mutant sarcomeres contained few filaments and were in disarray. Remarkably, the absence of the titin kinase domain did not affect the initial organization of other M-band proteins. Myomesin, for example, was present in M-band striations at E9.5, although by E10 its expression was reduced and it was more diffusely distributed. Thus the titin kinase domain is dispensable for the initial stages of sarcomereogenesis, but it is critical for maintaining sarcomeres and for their subsequent lateral growth. Notably, sarcomere length was not affected, which indicates that the kinase domain of titin is not responsible for determining the positioning of the M-band and suggests that other structural domains of titin that are not affected by the deletion, or perhaps other sarcomeric proteins, serve this function. Although neither mislocalization of A-bands nor misalignment of M-bands was detected during the initial stages of myofibril formation in the absence of the M-band portion of titin, this form of titin is incompatible with the maintenance of sarcomeric integrity.

Contrary to the results summarized above, Musa et al. (255) proposed that the entire M-line portion of titin is indispensable for the initial stages of myofibrillogenesis in developing cardiomyocytes derived in culture from embryonic stem cells. Targeted deletion of the entire M-band portion (i.e., the kinase domain along with MIg1-MIg10) in both titin alleles resulted in the failure of ES cells to differentiate. Myofibrillogenesis was arrested at an early stage, sarcomeric Z-disks and M-bands were abnormal, and sarcomeric myosin did not incorporate into A-bands. Due to the severity of the phenotype they observed, the authors suggested that the entire M-band portion of titin is essential for the initial organization and assembly of muscle sarcomeres.

To reconcile the different outcomes of these two sets of studies, Musa et al. (255) pointed out that M8-M10 were retained and expressed in the study by Weinert et al. (400). This cannot explain the different phenotypes that the two groups observed, however, as the MIg8-MIg10 fragment, although present in the mutant titin of the study by Weinert et al. (400), did not incorporate into M-bands and so could not contribute directly to their assembly. The reasons that the two groups observe these differences remain unknown but are perhaps due to the inherent differences of in vivo and in vitro models.

All the molecular, biochemical, and genetic studies of the titin kinase domain are consistent with the idea that there is a complex of signaling molecules associated with it, that links its kinase activity with sarcomere assembly and maintenance, stress-sensing mechanisms, transcriptional regulation, protein turnover, and hypertrophic responses. Consistent with this, mutations in the kinase domain of titin alter the levels of expression and the subcellular localization of several other proteins, including their dissociation from sites along the sarcomere normally created by titin, that result in unstable sarcomeric structures, compromised transcriptional responses, mechanochemical uncoupling, and dystrophic or myopathic phenotypes. These broad effects of mutations in the titin kinase domain underscore its importance in muscle physiology and pathophysiology.

In summary, the gigantic size of a single titin molecule, its unique location within the sarcomere, the multiple binding sites that it provides for diverse proteins, that immobilize those proteins at particular sites along the sarcomere, as well as its elastic nature and its role in governing the resting length of the sarcomere indicate that titin plays essential roles in a wide range of processes in muscle cells. Assembly and maintenance of contractile filaments, regulation of passive muscle stiffness, transmission of force, compartmentalization of metabolic enzymes, binding of chaperones, positioning of internal membrane systems, regulation of gene expression and
myofibrillar signaling are some of the multiple functions that have been attributed to titin to date.

III. NEBULIN

A. Structure of Nebulin

Nebulin is a large protein (500–800 kDa) that binds along the lengths of the thin filaments of skeletal muscle. It is anchored by its COOH-terminal region in the Z-disk, with its NH2-terminal region located at the end of the thin filaments that form the I-band. Nebulin associates at either end with actin filament capping proteins, specifically CapZ, a barbed end capping protein located at the edge of the Z-disk, and tropomodulin, a pointed end capping protein located in the I-band (Fig. 4, Table 1). Nebulin's COOH-terminal region binds to titin and myopalladin, which is believed to anchor the protein in the Z-disk, but along most of its length it associates laterally with F-actin.

Nebulin is encoded by the NEB gene, which is present as a single copy in the mammalian genome. NEB has been localized to a 249-kb region at chromosome 2q22 in humans (59, 295). Mutations in nebulin have been linked to nemaline myopathies (see below). The gene contains 183 exons and represents the product of extensive, tandem gene duplications, which yield a protein with a highly repetitive domain structure (59). In particular, the central ~8.2-kb region of the gene, spanning exons 82–89, shows evidence of two rounds of duplication, resulting in the generation of two segments, containing exons 90–97 and 98–105, that are 99% identical. Transcription and splicing produce an mRNA of ~20.8 kb with an open reading frame of ~20 kb (193, 345). Initiation of translation of the mRNA occurs in exon 3; the stop codon and the 3'-untranslated region (UTR) are located in exon 183. mRNAs can be alternatively spliced in several locations, including exons 63–66 (encoding nebulin super-repeat 11; see below) and exons 166–177 (encoding simple repeats 176–182) (59). Alternative splicing, which is regulated both developmentally and in a muscle-specific manner, generates protein products of different sizes, ranging from ~5 to 8 × 10^2 kDa (58, 59, 186, 220). The protein nebulin, or NEB, is synthesized in skeletal muscle shortly after the initiation of the fusion of myoblasts to form myotubes (26, 89, 175). As myotubes begin to assemble their contractile proteins, nebulin associates with I-Z-I “brushes” (175, 280), the precursors of the Z-disks and I-bands, presumably via its COOH-terminal region (288). This occurs after the premiofibrils appear (see sect. vi), as mature miofibrils assemble and before the thin filaments reach the lengths typical of mature I-bands (175, 247, 280, 333, 387), consistent with the idea that nebulin helps determine the size and organization of the F-actin molecules that comprise the thin filaments (54, 76, 388, 389, 409).

As suggested by the fact that large sequences within the NEB gene have been duplicated, the protein is comprised largely of sequences that share significant homology, termed nebulin modules, domains, or repeats (Fig. 4). Nebulin modules are ~35 amino acids in length. The large majority are contained within the repeats numbered 9–162 and share the sequence SDXXYK, which promotes binding to actin (186, 192, 302, 350). Groups of 7 tandem modules within this region are further organized into 22 “super-repeats,” most of which share the sequence WLKIGGW (186,
The order of the super-repeats reflects the pattern of duplication of exons within the NEB gene (see above), which is likely to have occurred by duplication of units of seven repeats, resulting in the preservation not only of the sequence homologies among the repeats and super-repeats but also their exon-intron boundaries (30).

The pattern of repeats and super-repeats suggested to early investigators that individual 35-amino acid modules can interact with actin and that a group of 7 repeats organized into a super-repeat interact with a stretch of F-actin containing 7 G-actin subunits bound to a tropomyosin-troponin complex (163, 186, 192, 193, 302, 350). Specifically, if nebulin repeats are α-helical, each repeat should extend ~5.5 nm, equivalent to the diameter of a G-actin monomer within the thin filament. Similarly, a super-repeat should extend ~38.5 nm, the length of a single tropomyosin molecule associated with seven actin monomers in the thin filament (182). Modeling studies as well as experiments with small fragments of nebulin support this idea by demonstrating the repetitive organization of nebulin repeats along the thin filaments, and the direct binding of short sets of repeats with F-actin (162, 163, 221, 301, 302, 350, 389). Modeling of the association of nebulin repeats with F-actin, ultrastructural studies, as well as consideration of the steric requirements placed on its repeats with F-actin, ultrastructural studies, as well as the direct binding of short sets of repeats with F-actin (162, 163, 221, 301, 302, 350, 389). Modeling of the association of nebulin repeats with F-actin, ultrastructural studies, as well as consideration of the steric requirements placed on its association by the need for tropomyosin and the tropomodulin, which interacts with myosin-troponin complex (163, 186, 192, 193, 302, 350). Specifically, if nebulin repeats are α-helical, each repeat should extend ~5.5 nm, equivalent to the diameter of a G-actin monomer within the thin filament. Similarly, a super-repeat should extend ~38.5 nm, the length of a single tropomyosin molecule associated with seven actin monomers in the thin filament (182). Modeling studies as well as experiments with small fragments of nebulin support this idea by demonstrating the repetitive organization of nebulin repeats along the thin filaments, and the direct binding of short sets of repeats with F-actin (162, 163, 221, 301, 302, 350, 389). Modeling of the association of nebulin repeats with F-actin, ultrastructural studies, as well as consideration of the steric requirements placed on its association by the need for tropomyosin and the tropomodulin, which interacts with myosin-troponin complex (163, 186, 192, 193, 302, 350). Specifically, if nebulin repeats are α-helical, each repeat should extend ~5.5 nm, equivalent to the diameter of a G-actin monomer within the thin filament. Similarly, a super-repeat should extend ~38.5 nm, the length of a single tropomyosin molecule associated with seven actin monomers in the thin filament (182). Modeling studies as well as experiments with small fragments of nebulin support this idea by demonstrating the repetitive organization of nebulin repeats along the thin filaments, and the direct binding of short sets of repeats with F-actin (162, 163, 221, 301, 302, 350, 389). Modeling of the association of nebulin repeats with F-actin, ultrastructural studies, as well as consideration of the steric requirements placed on its association by the need for tropomyosin and the troponins to regulate actin-myosin binding in response to Ca²⁺, indicate that nebulin is oriented parallel to the long axis of the F-actin filament and the tropomyosin-troponin complex (221, 302, 350). Modeling suggests that short nebulin repeats sit in each of the symmetrically oriented grooves of the thin filament (302), but reconstruction of electron micrographs of filaments decorated with a set of four tandem nebulin repeats indicates that each of the repeats associates with a distinct site on the outer domains of the actin monomers, where they may bind to tropomyosin and troponin, as well as to actin itself (221). The latter experiments were conducted with nebulin repeats M170–173, from the COOH-terminal region of the protein, which associates with a segment of the thin filament that does not interact with myosin (see below). Structural studies of larger fragments of nebulin, including super-repeats associated with segments of the filaments that interact with myosin, will likely be needed to elucidate the roles of nebulin in organizing and regulating the activities of the thin filaments.

Modules 1–8 of nebulin, near its NH₂ terminus, share some homology with the vast majority of modules in the protein, but they differ in their binding activities. They constitute the NH₂-terminal 8 kDa of nebulin and are located in situ near the pointed end of F-actin. These modules harbor a binding site for tropomodulin, which caps actin filaments at their pointed ends (73, 187). The sequence of the 8-kDa NH₂ terminus is unique to nebulin and is not found in closely related proteins, such as nebulin-related anchoring protein (N-RAP) or LIM and SH3 domain containing protein (LASP), in which it is replaced with an NH₂-terminal LIM domain (222, 246, 356).

Modules COOH-terminal to repeat 162 are also distinct and contain binding sites for the Z-disk region of titin and for myopalladin, another protein of the Z-disk (284). Specifically, repeats M171-M183, in the COOH-terminal region of nebulin, share the S and YK residues of the typical nebulin repeats, but they lack the residues that define the super-repeats. They have therefore been termed “simple repeats” or “single repeats” (193, 350, 389). The repeats that link them to the super-repeat region are distinct, as well, and have been termed “linker repeats” (193, 350). Like repeats M1-M8 at the NH₂ terminus, repeats M184 and M185 differ more extensively from the typical nebulin repeat. Adjacent to M185 is an SH3 domain, which forms the COOH-terminal domain of nebulin that binds myopalladin (22, 227), as well as a region of titin associated with the Z-disk (404). The COOH-terminal 20-kDa portion is unique to nebulin but is shared with closely related proteins, including nebulette, N-RAP, and LASP, which have homologous SH3 domains.

The orientation of nebulin, with respect to the Z-disk, I-band, and the pointed and barbed ends of the thin filaments in the I-band, has been established by a combination of in vitro binding assays, to identify its ligands in the contractile apparatus (see below), and by immunoelectron microscopic studies. Early ultrastructural studies with monoclonal antibodies directed to different regions of nebulin clearly established that it was organized between the Z-disk and the end of the I-band (186, 353, 391, 404, 409). These studies also showed that its COOH-terminal region is present within or at the periphery of the Z-disk and that its NH₂-terminal region extends into the sarcomere at or near the ends of the F-actin filaments of the I-band, at distances of ~0.9 μm or more from the center of the nearest Z-disk (186, 409). Confirmation of the location of nebulin’s NH₂- and COOH-terminal regions has been obtained by immunoelectron microscopic studies of their ligands, specifically myopalladin (22), which binds to the SH3 domain at nebulin’s COOH terminus and links it to the EF-hand domain of α-actinin, and tropomodulin, which binds to nebulin’s NH₂-terminal 8-kDa domain (129), capping the pointed end of the thin filaments. Immunoelectron microscopic studies place the SH3 domain 30–40 nm from the middle of the Z-disk, well within this structure (339). Thus nebulin extends from the Z-disk, where it is anchored at its COOH terminus, to the ends of the thin filaments in the I-band.

Although the evidence summarized above suggests that the SH3 domain of nebulin helps to anchor nebulin to the Z-disk, an alternative model was recently proposed in which modules 160–164 of nebulin are involved in anchoring. These modes were shown by in vitro binding studies to associate with CapZ, the barbed end actin.
binding protein (289). If this model is correct, these repeats should lie within or at the edge of the Z-disk, contrary to the results of ultrastructural studies (245). The latter used immunoelectron microscopic methods to examine the location of modules 177-181 of nebulin and placed them at the edge of the Z-disk, ~60 nm from its midline. By implication, modules 160-164, 17 repeats NH2-terminal, should be located ~94 nm further from the middle of the Z-disk, well within the I-band, where they would be unlikely to associate with CapZ. It is not clear how the binding of modules 160-164 to CapZ and its putative role in anchoring nebulin to the Z-disk (289) can be reconciled with the immunoelectron microscopic localization of modules 177-181 (245).

The idea that nebulin aligns laterally with actin microfilaments in the I-band, suggested by the spacing of the nebulin repeats and super-repeats (please see above) and the ability of much of the molecule to bind to actin (162, 163, 221, 302, 350, 388), has been strongly supported by immunoelectron microscopic studies. Of the monoclonal antibodies generated to nebulin, some label at a series of sites along the I-band of skeletal myofibers. Analysis of the patterns generated by these antibodies showed a minimum spacing between these sites of 38-40 nm (186), close to the calculated distances covered by the nebulin super-repeats and to the periodicity of actin in thin filaments in situ. Although their epitopes have not been mapped, these results suggest that the monoclonal antibodies showing this periodic labeling recognize the WLKGGGW sequence that is common to nebulin's super-repeats, but not to the individual repeats. These results suggest that the mass of nebulin is arrayed more or less uniformly along the thin filaments (409), consistent with its forming an α-helical structure that associates laterally with the F-actin filament.

As mentioned above, although nebulin is made by a single gene in mammals, its mRNA can be alternatively spliced to produce nebulin proteins of different sizes in different muscles. There is a strong correlation between the sizes of nebulin in these muscles and the lengths of the thin filaments of the I-band (186, 192), which supports the idea that nebulin aligns laterally with thin filaments to help determine their overall length. In this case, epitopes shared by small and large forms of nebulin, which in postnatal muscle is only found in cardiac muscle are not as uniform in size as those in skeletal muscle, they too form largely in the absence of nebulin, which in postnatal muscle is only found in atrial and in a few ventricular cardiomyocytes. Thus I-bands and their constituent thin filaments assemble and achieve some uniformity of organization, even when nebulin is absent. This strongly suggests that nebulin is not a template for formation and organization of thin filaments, but instead provides a mecha-

Given the close association of nebulin with the thin filaments, nebulin would not be expected to remain in place when thin filaments are absent. Indeed, treatment of myofibrils with phalloidin, to alter the stability of actin filaments, causes the normally extended structure of nebulin to collapse (8). Nevertheless, gelsolin treatment of isolated myofibrils to fragment the thin filaments of the I-band leaves nebulin extended at its normal length. Remarkably, nebulin appears to remain organized normally after gelsolin treatment removes both thin filaments and Z-disks (186). These results suggest that nebulin's position in the sarcomere is determined in large part by its interactions with proteins of the Z-disk that remain in place when α-actinin is removed, and with proteins of the I-band that remain associated with the A- or M-band when actin is removed, probably titin (404). Although nebulin binds to myopalladin and other proteins of the Z-disk (see below), their fate in gelsolin-treated myofibrils has not been determined. Similarly, nebulin has been reported to interact with titin in the I-band region (226), but this is mediated by its SH3 domain, located at the Z-disk, and a mechanism that would maintain nebulin's relatively rigid structure in I-band-free sarcomeres through an association with the most extensible region of titin is not immediately apparent.

The close relationship of nebulin to thin filaments of the I-band in skeletal muscle also predicts that thin filaments would vary greatly in length when nebulin is absent. This is not the case, however. Two different groups have reported the formation of narrower I-bands with shorter thin filaments in nebulin-null muscle (21, 404), but remarkably in one of these null strains the filaments appear to be of relatively uniform size (21). As expected, nebulin-null muscle generates less contractile force than controls, with the null strain with uniform thin filaments showing a smaller decrement (105) than the more severely affected strain (287). Although the thin filaments that form the I-bands in cardiac muscle are not as uniform in size as those in skeletal muscle, they too form largely in the absence of nebulin, which in postnatal muscle is only found in atrial and in a few ventricular cardiomyocytes. Thus I-bands and their constituent thin filaments assemble
nism for stabilizing thin filaments at a length determined by the size of the nebulin molecule, when, as in skeletal muscle, a fixed uniform length is important for function. The mechanisms responsible for determining the length of the thin filaments in cardiac ventricular muscle remain unknown.

Perhaps equally remarkably, nebulin-null skeletal muscle shows a ~70-fold increase in the expression of sarcolipin and a ~2-fold decrease in the expression of SERCA, without concomitant changes in two other Ca^{2+} regulatory or binding proteins, phospholamban or calsequestrin (285). Consistent with these changes, the rate of Ca^{2+} reuptake into the sarcoplasmic reticulum is reduced. Nebulin-null muscles also show a decrease in maximal contractile strength under tetanic stimulation, but it is not clear if this is due to changes in the function of the SR or in the interactions between the shorter thin filaments present in these muscles and myosin. The link between nebulin and the mechanisms controlling the expression of SERCA and sarcolipin, suggested by these experiments, remains to be studied.

B. Ligands of Nebulin

1. Nebulin-like repeats and binding partners

Work from several laboratories has demonstrated that nebulin has binding sites for an array of diverse proteins, some of which are components of thin or thick filaments and interact with the super-repeat domains of nebulin, and others of which associate with nebulin's unique NH_{2}- and COOH-terminal regions, located at the ends of the thin filaments and in the Z-disks, respectively (Fig. 4, Table 3).

2. The central M9-M162 repeats contain binding sites for thin and thick filament proteins

A) Actin. The interaction of nebulin with actin has been extensively studied since the 1990s. A number of early studies had convincingly demonstrated that the conserved 35-amino acid-long modules of nebulin contain binding sites for actin (162, 163, 186, 192). Biochemical, biophysical, and structural approaches showed that individual, complete nebulin repeats, but not truncated repeats, bind actin (51, 301, 319). The helical conformation is strongly stabilized by the presence of anionic detergents, which may mimic the effects of the clusters of negatively charged amino acids in the environment encountered by nebulin when it is bound to actin (302).

If each repeat of 35 residues serves as an actin binding site, then the number of actin binding domains on intact nebulin may be as many as ~150 or more, assuming that each one of nebulin’s central motifs behaves similarly with regards to actin binding (192, 301, 389). Such a linear lattice of binding domains should exhibit a high avidity for actin, resulting from the contribution of the large number of independent binding sites of moderate affinity along the length of the molecule, as well as the possibility of their cooperative interactions (51, 110, 163). Consequently, the possible one-to-one matching between single nebulin modules and actin monomers suggests that nebulin may function as an actin “zipper.” Given the strong correlation between the number of nebulin modules and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ligand</th>
<th>Binding Region of Ligand</th>
<th>Binding Region of Nebulin</th>
<th>Reference Nos.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tropomodulin</td>
<td>M1–M3</td>
<td></td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actin</td>
<td>SDXXXK motif of the central repeats</td>
<td>162, 163, 186, 192</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tropomyosin</td>
<td>Central repeats</td>
<td></td>
<td>389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troponin</td>
<td>Central repeats</td>
<td></td>
<td>389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myosin</td>
<td>Central repeats</td>
<td></td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myosin binding protein-C</td>
<td>Central repeats</td>
<td></td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calmodulin</td>
<td>NH_{2}-terminal repeats</td>
<td></td>
<td>319, 334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desmin</td>
<td>Coiled coil domain</td>
<td>M163-M170</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α-Actinin</td>
<td>Z-disk repeats</td>
<td>M160-M164</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CapZ</td>
<td>SH3 domain</td>
<td>M184-M185</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archvillin</td>
<td>COOH-terminal region</td>
<td>SH3 domain</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myopalladin</td>
<td>Proline-rich region of the 3rd insertion domain</td>
<td>SH3 domain</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titin</td>
<td>Zis1</td>
<td>SH3 domain</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PEVK</td>
<td></td>
<td>305, 306</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the length of skeletal muscle thin filaments in different species, it was postulated that two nebulin molecules span the entire length of the thin filament, occupying symmetrical positions along the central cleft of the two actin strands, and operate as rulers by determining the length of thin filaments or stabilizing them at lengths consistent with the number of nebulin repeats present. This prediction has been supported by careful comparisons of thin filament lengths in different muscles with the sizes of the nebulin molecules they express (186, 391, 409, 425). Consistent with this, in vitro studies using RNA interference of nebulin expression in primary cultures of cardiomyocytes yielded thin filaments of irregular lengths (242). Elimination of nebulin by homologous recombination also alters thin filament lengths (21, 404), but, remarkably, in one nebulin-null strain muscle fibers have I-bands that, though shorter than controls, are relatively constant in length (see above).

b) Tropomyosin/Troponin. Using solid-phase binding assays, Wang et al. (389) performed a systematic screening to identify potential interactions of the portion of nebulin that contains the super-repeats, with other major myofibrillar proteins, besides actin. Using recombinant nebulin fragments containing two to eight modules, they found that both tropinin and tropomyosin showed moderate binding affinities for the different nebulin fragments, ranging from low to high micromolar. Notably, troponin exhibited a stronger binding to the various nebulin fragments than tropomyosin, although both proteins bound more weakly than actin.

The ability of the central nebulin-like repeats of nebulin to interact with actin, tropomyosin, and troponin led the same authors to propose a model whereby a single nebulin-like module within each 7-module super-repeat binds an actin protomer through its SDXXYK signature peptide, while each one of the 22 super-repeats binds 1 tropomyosin/troponin complex through a conserved WLKGIGW peptide found once in every super-repeat (389). Thus it was proposed that the nebulin super-repeat might serve as a molecular template for the binding, orientation, and spacing of the actin/tropomyosin/troponin complex. Surprisingly, this hypothesis has not yet been subjected to rigorous testing.

c) α-Actinin. α-Actinin, the major actin binding protein of the Z-disk, has been also shown to bind nebulin in blot overlay experiments of myofibrillar proteins obtained from skeletal muscle homogenates (264). The exact binding sites and the physiological significance of this interaction have not been determined, however.

d) Myosin and Myosin Binding Protein-C. In addition to binding actin and proteins of the thin filament and Z-disk, the central region of nebulin also binds proteins of the thick filament and specifically myosin and MyBP-C (163, 186, 291, 319). Although its binding to MyBP-C has not been well characterized, binding of nebulin’s super-repeat region to myosin and its effects on actomyosin interactions was well addressed by Wang and colleagues (163, 319). They found that cloned nebulin fragments that contained seven or eight nebulin-like repeats, examined in solid-phase assays, were able to bind myosin (and myosin heads) with high affinity, suggesting that nebulin may help to tether actin and myosin in rigor. The possibility that its interaction with myosin is physiological is suggested by the fact that the COOH-terminal modules of nebulin, located near the Z-disk and therefore at a considerable distance from the A-band, showed weak, if any, binding to myosin, whereas fragments encompassing more NH2-terminal modules, situated in the region of nebulin medial to the A-I junction, exhibited high-affinity binding to myosin (319). Consistent with this, the latter fragments, but not the former, inhibited the actomyosin ATPase activity and the sliding velocity of actin over myosin in motility assays, implying a role for the NH2-terminal super-repeats of nebulin in regulating actomyosin activity.

e) Calmodulin. Contrary to the binding of nebulin to myosin, which appears to be mediated by nebulin-like repeats located in the region of the molecule where the thin and thick filaments overlap, calmodulin interacts with multimodular fragments of either NH2- or COOH-terminal repeats (319, 334). Binding of nebulin to calmodulin is independent of Ca2+, suggesting that they form a relatively stable complex. In the presence of Ca2+, however, calmodulin greatly reduced the binding of nebulin fragments to either actin or myosin, with a stronger effect on the latter, reversing the inhibitory effect of nebulin on actomyosin ATPase activity and accelerating the sliding of actin over myosin (319). Thus nebulin’s ability to modulate actomyosin activity is likely to be regulated by calmodulin in a Ca2+-dependent manner.

3. The COOH-terminal M163-M185 repeats bind desmin

The COOH-terminal M163-M185 nebulin-like repeats, located at the edge of the Z-disk, are not arranged into super-repeats, suggesting that they may bind to proteins other than those of the thin and thick filaments (193, 301). Consistent with this, Bang et al. (20) found that this portion of nebulin interacts with the intermediate filament protein desmin in a yeast two-hybrid screen. The direct interaction between nebulin and desmin was confirmed in vitro, and their minimal binding sites were confined to nebulin’s modules M163-M170 and desmin’s ~19 kDa, central, coiled coil domain. Although the functional significance of their interaction remains unknown, Bang et al. (20) proposed that it may mediate links between Z-disks and the desmin-based intermediate filaments that surround them, helping to align Z-disks in adjacent myofibrils and promoting efficient force transmission and mechanochemical signaling.
4. The NH$_2$-terminal modules M1–M3 bind the pointed end capping protein tropomodulin

Tropomodulin, a protein that caps thin filaments at their pointed ends, was originally identified as a tropomyosin-binding partner in the membrane-associated cytoskeleton of the mammalian erythrocyte (74, 75). Two isoforms have been characterized in striated muscle cells that are the products of different genes and show restricted tissue distribution: E-tropomodulin is present in embryonic skeletal muscle, slow-twitch myofibers, and heart cells, whereas Sk-tropomodulin is expressed in fast-twitch skeletal myofibers late in differentiation and into maturity (5, 77, 133). Both tropomodulin isoforms localize at the pointed ends of actin filaments, where they inhibit actin polymerization in a tropomyosin-dependent manner (133, 397–399).

Studies by McElhinny et al. (240) showed that tropomodulin participates in the maintenance of thin filaments and in the specification of their lengths, through its direct interaction with the NH$_2$-terminal modules of nebulin. Using in vitro binding assays, they showed that the NH$_2$-terminal M1–M3 repeats of nebulin, situated with tropomodulin at the pointed ends of actin filaments, contain the minimal site for binding tropomodulin (240). Sk-tropomodulin showed higher affinity binding to nebulin (in the low nanomolar range) than E-tropomodulin (in the micromolar range), although the physiological significance of this result is unclear. Notably, the targeting of E-tropomodulin to the pointed ends of the thin filaments was significantly altered in nebulin-deficient skeletal myofibers, but its expression levels were unaffected (404).

5. The COOH-terminal SH3 domain of nebulin provides binding sites for several sarcomeric proteins

Yeast two-hybrid screens and in vitro binding assays have shown that the COOH-terminal SH3 domain of nebulin can bind to a number of myofibrillar proteins, including the barbed end actin capping protein CapZ, the Z-disk protein myopalladin, as well as the PEVK and Zis2 domains of titin. The ability of the SH3 domain of nebulin to interact with such diverse proteins directly, and with their respective ligands indirectly, suggests the existence of a multicomponent anchoring system involved in myofibrillar assembly, mechanochemical signaling, and regulation of gene expression.

A) CAPZ. In addition to regulating capping of the pointed end of thin filaments, by binding tropomodulin at its NH$_2$-terminal region (see above), nebulin also regulates capping at the barbed end through its COOH-terminal SH3 domain, which binds directly to the barbed end-capping protein CapZ (404). CapZ localizes at the edges of Z-disks, functions as an α/β heterodimer, and inhibits actin polymerization and depolymerization (23, 47, 396).

In contrast to the results of Witt et al. (404), Papas et al. (289) recently reported that CapZ binds directly to repeats M160–M164 of nebulin, rather than to the SH3 domain. Binding occurred with an affinity in the low nanomolar range (289), similar to the interaction between nebulin and tropomodulin (240). Studies with peptide arrays indicated that repeats M160–M164 contain two binding sites for CapZ and that each contributes to the interaction. Moreover, COOH-terminal truncation mutants of CapZ were able to bind nebulin’s M160–M164 repeats with an affinity comparable to that of wild type, suggesting that the COOH-termini of the α/β CapZ heterodimer, which contain the binding sites for the barbed end of actin filaments, do not contribute to binding to nebulin (289, 396). Consistent with this, the actin-capping activity of CapZ was not affected by its interaction with nebulin.

Using small inhibitory RNA technology, Papas et al. (289) reduced the expression of nebulin in primary cultures of skeletal myotubes. Downregulation of nebulin resulted in significant disruption of the organization of CapZ at the Z-disk. As neither its transcript nor its protein levels were altered, this result suggests that the interaction of CapZ with nebulin is essential for its proper targeting to the Z-disk. This result, too, contrasts with that of an earlier study by Witt et al. (404), who demonstrated that the sarcomeric incorporation and organization of CapZ was only mildly affected in skeletal myofibers of nebulin-null mice. In the total absence of nebulin, these authors found that CapZ still assembled at Z-disks, although its staining appeared weaker and broader compared with wild-type muscle. A possible explanation for these variable outcomes may be the inherent differences between nebulin’s acute downregulation in an in vitro system and chronic elimination in an in vivo animal model, where compensation by other proteins may alleviate the phenotypic severity of a genetic manipulation.

The results of Papas et al. (289), indicating that CapZ binds to repeats M160–164 in the Z-disk region of nebulin, are in sharp contrast to an earlier report by Millevi et al. (245), who predicted that repeats M160–M164 localize outside the Z-disk, in the I-band. Papas et al. (289) proposed an alternate model in which M160–M164 repeats are located within the Z-disk. This model was based on their additional observations that desmin, an intermediate filament protein present at the periphery of the Z-disk, also interacts directly with M160–M164, and that α-actinin binds to repeats M160–M170 in yeast two-hybrid assays (289). Detailed studies of the localization of both CapZ and nebulin’s M160–M164 repeats at the ultrastructural level will be required to resolve these discrepancies and to refine the mechanisms by which nebulin and CapZ cap the barbed ends of thin filaments.

B) MYOPALLADIN. Myopalladin is a ~145-kDa sarcomeric protein that was originally identified in a yeast
two-hybrid screen for binding partners of the extreme COOH terminus of nebulin (22). Analysis of its primary sequence demonstrated that it contains five Ig domains, referred to as I–V, separated by six interdomain insertions, designated as IS1–IS6. Myopalladin is abundantly expressed in both cardiac and skeletal muscle cells, where it concentrates primarily at the Z-disk and to a lesser extent at the I-band. In isolated cardiomyocytes, myopalladin is also reported to be present in the nucleus (22).

Deletion analyses in combination with in vitro binding assays were used to identify the minimal sites on nebulin and myopalladin that mediate their interaction. These studies localized the binding sites to the COOH-terminal SH3 domain of nebulin and to a 42-residue, proline-rich sequence in the IS3 domain of myopalladin (22). Like tropomodulin and CapZ, the expression of myopalladin was not affected in skeletal myofibers of nebulin-deficient animals, but its incorporation into sarcomeres was altered, as its labeling at Z-disks was rather diffuse (404).

To date, the functional significance of the binding of myopalladin to nebulin remains speculative, but the ability of each protein to interact with several other ligands involved in stabilizing the Z-disk and regulating gene expression suggests that their interaction may modulate these processes in muscle. Consistent with this, Ig domains III, IV, and V of myopalladin interact specifically and directly with the COOH-terminal EF-hand region of sarcomeric α-actinin-2, and its NH2 terminus directly binds to the transcriptional regulator CARP, which is found at the central I-band as well as in the nucleus (22, 25, 161, 430).

c) TTIN. The SH3 domain of nebulin has also been shown to bind directly to titin’s Zis2 and PEVK regions, as discussed above (see sect. II, A2 and B3).

In summary, nebulin is a giant actin-binding protein that, through its interactions with proteins associated with the Z-disks and the thin and thick filaments, contributes to the regulation of muscle contraction, and through its interactions with thin filament capping proteins provides a mechanism for stabilizing the length of the actin filaments in skeletal myofibers.

IV. OBSCURIN

Obscurin is the third and most recently discovered member of the family of giant proteins expressed in vertebrate striated muscle (421). It derives its name from the fact that it was at first difficult to characterize due to its large size (~720–900 kDa) and insolubility in extracts of adult skeletal and cardiac muscle. Later studies showed that, when appropriate methods are used, obscurin can be readily solubilized in buffer preparatory to SDS-PAGE and analyzed by immunoblotting (181).

Like titin, obscurin has a modular architecture of adhesion and signaling domains arranged in tandem (Fig. 5, Table 1) (85, 176, 320, 421). The NH2-terminal half of the molecule contains repetitive Ig domains, which are 88–92 amino acids in length and joined without any obvious linker sequences. In contrast to the arrangement of the Ig domains in titin (93, 191), no super-repeat pattern of the Ig domains is apparent in obscurin either by multiple sequence alignment or phylogenetic tree studies (85, 320, 348, 421).

Obscurin contains 2 FN-III domains together with the 59 Ig repeats present in the NH2-terminal half of the molecule. The COOH-terminal portion of the molecule consists of four additional Ig domains, flanked by nonmodular sequences and several signaling domains, including an IQ motif, which binds to calmodulin or calmodulin-like proteins, a src homology 3 (SH3) domain, and tandem Rho-guanine nucleotide exchange factor/pleckstrin homology motifs (Rho-GEF/PH), suggesting the protein’s possible involvement in Ca2+-mediated and Rho-GTPase-regulated signaling pathways. The most COOH-terminal region consists of 2 additional Ig repeats followed by a nonmodular region of ~420 amino acids that contains several consensus phosphorylation motifs for ERK kinases. This form of the protein, which is predominant in adult skeletal muscle (320), has been termed “obscurin-A,” to distinguish it from other products of the obscurin gene.

A. Structure of the Obscurin Gene: Implications for Isoform Generation

Obscurin-A is encoded by the OBSCN gene on human chromosome 1q42 (85). The full-length protein is encoded by 91 exons, which are subject to extensive alternative splicing (Fig. 5). The splice donor and acceptor sites for the exons encoding many of the tandem Ig domains are compatible and can therefore produce a large number of potential isoforms, some of which have been identified and termed “obscurin-A1,” etc. (85, 421).

Obscurin-A is encoded by the same gene cluster that produces obscurin-MLCK, a set of proteins containing two serine/threonine kinase domains (320). Obscurin-MLCK can be expressed independently, as smaller proteins containing one or both kinase domains, or as part of a second giant form of obscurin in which the two MLCK motifs are arranged in tandem at the COOH terminus of the protein, replacing the nonmodular COOH-terminal region of obscurin-A (37, 85). This obscurin isoform, which has been referred to as the obscurin-MLCK giant kinase isoform, or obscurin-B, is generated through a more complex splicing procedure that occurs at the 3′ end of the OBSCN gene, to link the mRNA sequences encoding the signaling domains to the sequences encoding the two kinase domains to a FN-III domain and two additional Ig repeats (85).

The two smaller forms of obscurin-MLCK containing the kinase domains, referred to as single and double kinase isoforms, are also encoded by the OBSCN
gene, and their expression depends on alternative translation initiation sites (37). Obscurins A and B are expressed mainly in skeletal and cardiac muscle, although low levels of a form of the giant obscurin-MLCK protein have also been reported in the brain (256–259). Given the large number of potential alternative splice products of the obscurin-MLCK gene, it seems likely that some will be expressed in other tissues as well.

B. Subcellular Distribution of Obscurin Isoforms in Striated Muscle Cells

Initial studies on obscurin’s localization in adult myocardium, using antibodies targeted to internal sequences, including Ig29/30, Ig58/59, and Ig61/62 (numbering conforms with the revised nomenclature in Ref. 85), as well as the Rho-GEF domain, revealed that the protein primarily concentrates at M-bands (19, 421). Its distribution is more variable during embryogenesis, however, with obscurin epitopes accumulating transiently at Z-disks early in development and concentrating preferentially at M-bands, with eventual loss of Z-disk staining later (421). Notably, the Z-disk labeling, whenever observed, occurred primarily with antibodies against Ig58/59, the obscurin’s titin-binding region (19, 421), suggesting that different regions of obscurin might occupy distinct sites within the sarcomere or that certain regions might be spliced out at different developmental stages and therefore remain undetected.

Subsequent studies of adult rat cardiac and skeletal muscle fibers with antibodies directed to the COOH-ter-
minal nonmodular region of obscurin-A, localized the protein simultaneously at M-bands and Z-disks (177). In contrast, antibodies to its NH₂ terminus and the Rho-GEF domain localized obscurin-A predominantly at M-bands, similarly to the results of Young et al. (421), raising additional questions about the subcellular distribution of the protein and its possible alternatively spliced variants at maturity (42, 176).

To study the subcellular localization of obscurin further, Bowman et al. (42) examined its distribution in adult rat skeletal myofibers at resting and stretched sarcomere lengths and provided potential explanations for the diverse staining patterns observed with the different antibodies. In particular, using antibodies against the NH₂-terminal, Rho-GEF and COOH-terminal regions of obscurin-A, and to the second kinase-like domain (SKII) of obscurin-B, they showed that at resting sarcomere lengths obscurin-A primarily concentrates at the M-band, whereas obscurin-B localizes at the M-band and the A/I junction. Interestingly, antibodies that recognized the NH₂ terminus and Rho-GEF domains of obscurin labeled the M-band region preferentially at resting muscle lengths, but labeled structures at the I-band near the A/I junction when the muscle was stretched, suggesting that stretching of the muscle may either unmask previously hidden epitopes, or that obscurin can redistribute to distinct sites along the sarcomere as muscle is stretched. These studies also suggested the presence of additional obscurin variants, distinct from obscurin A and B, at the Z-disk and the Z/I interface, raising the possibility of unique isoforms that may contain a novel NH₂-terminal structure with the same COOH-terminal region as obscurin-A, but without the Rho-GEF domain (42). Independent evidence is consistent with the possibility that this form of obscurin appears at late stages of myofibril formation (178). Collectively, these observations strongly suggest a preferential integration of different obscurin isoforms to certain regions of the sarcomere, and further imply specialized functions of these isoforms during myofibrillogenesis and at maturity.

Recently, the subcellular localization of obscurin was also examined in developing and mature human muscles (45). Similar to the above studies, antibodies to its IQ motif and titin binding domains (Ig58/59) also showed preferential labeling at the M-band in both developing and adult skeletal and heart muscles. The same antibodies revealed the presence of obscurin or closely related proteins at the sarcolemma and the post synaptic region of the neuromuscular junction, suggesting a possible role of obscurin-like proteins at costameres and the synapse. The molecular identity of the obscurin isoforms present in these structures remains unknown.

Detailed analysis of the distribution pattern of the protein in cross sections of adult skeletal muscle fibers using antibodies against its NH₂ and COOH termini as well as the Rho-GEF domain revealed a clear reticular pattern, which suggested that obscurin, or at least large regions of the protein, are positioned at the surface of the myofibril rather than within it (42, 45, 176, 177). This unique localization of obscurin, distinct from other proteins of the sarcomere, suggested that it might envelop myofibrils at the M-band, and possibly at the Z-disk. At ~200 nm in length (421), however, a single obscurin molecule is clearly not big enough to surround myofibrils as a monomer but is instead likely to associate with other molecules of the Z-disk and M-band in such a way as to allow at least its NH₂ and COOH-terminal regions, and possibly other domains, to be exposed at the surface of these structures. Alternatively, obscurin may homo-oligomerize to form a “ring” big enough to encircle developing myofibrils. Although this is still speculative, the ability of obscurin to surround sarcomeres raises the possibility that it may play a role in specifying the periphery, and thus the diameter, of myofibrils. The idea that obscurin would have to have oligomerize to surround the myofibril is consistent with the fact that these diameters vary broadly.

C. Molecular Map of the Interactions Between Obscurin and Muscle Proteins

The presence of multiple adhesion and signaling motifs in the obscurin sequence, along with its unique localization around the myofibrillar Z-disk and M-band, suggested that obscurin might interact with several sarcomplasmic components. Consistent with this, obscurin associates with a diverse set of proteins, including myofibrillar components, like titin, and sarcomeric myosin, as well as peripheral and integral membrane proteins, like small ankyrin-1 and ankyrin-2 (Fig. 5, Table 4).

1. Titin

Obscurin was serendipitously discovered in mammalian muscle in experiments that used a yeast two-hybrid screen to identify novel binding partners of titin (421). The peripheral Z-disk domains, ZIg9-ZIg10, of titin were found to interact with Ig domains 58–59 of obscurin (modified nomenclature according to Ref. 85), located just NH₂-terminal to obscurin’s second FN-III domain and signaling motifs (421). In vitro binding studies indicated that the paired domains of both proteins were necessary to form a functional binding site, as the interaction failed to occur when either titin Ig domains Z9 and Z10 or obscurin Ig domains 58 and 59 were assayed individually.

A similar interaction was identified between obscurin and a smaller ~700 kDa isoform of titin, novex-3, which extends between the Z-disk and the I-band (19). Ig domains, Ig58-Ig59, that interact with the full-length titin molecule, also interact with Ig-repeat 21 of novex-3. Immunoelectron microscopy with antibodies to this region of obscurin localized it to structures 60 nm from the edge of the Z-disks of sarcomeres 1.9 μm in length, but 120 nm...
from the edge in sarcomeres 2.2 μm in length. Thus these experiments, like those of Bowman et al. (42), suggest that the structures containing obscurin may be dynamic and move further from the Z-disk with increasing sarcomere length. Although the physiological significance of the interaction of obscurin with the different titin isoforms is still elusive, obscurin molecules in the vicinity of the Z-disk may bind to both large and small titin isoforms to promote the regular assembly of thin filaments (19).

2. Small ankyrin-1

In an effort to understand how the membranes of the SR become aligned with the nearby myofibrillar cytoskeleton, two groups independently used the yeast two-hybrid screen to search for potential binding partners of small ankyrin 1 (sAnk1, also known as Ank1.5) (18, 181), an integral membrane protein of the network SR (307). Both studies identified obscurin as the major ligand of the cytoplasmic domain of sAnk1, and for the first time demonstrated direct binding between proteins of the sarcomere and the SR.

The two sets of studies identified distinct binding sites for sAnk1 at the COOH terminus of obscurin with the different titin isoforms is still elusive, obscurin molecules in the vicinity of the Z-disk may bind to both large and small titin isoforms to promote the regular assembly of thin filaments (19).

In a follow-up study, Armani et al. (11) also explored the ability of other small products of the ANK1 gene, namely, ank1.6, ank1.7 and ank1.9, to bind to the COOH terminus of obscurin in vitro. In contrast to ank1.5 (sAnk1), ank1.6 and ank1.7 failed to bind to the COOH terminus of the protein; ank1.9 did bind, however, although with significantly lower apparent affinity than sAnk1/ank1.5. The weak association of ank1.9 with the COOH terminus of obscurin, as well as its low abundance in muscle cells, suggest that it is unlikely to play as large a role as ank1.5 in binding obscurin.

The minimal binding site on sAnk1 for obscurin is confined to the cytoplasmic region of sAnk1 that contains two stretches of positively charged amino acids, one that is unique to sAnk1 and another that is conserved among the smaller and larger ankyrin isoforms (18, 181, 426). These two regions, which have been modeled as ankyrin-like repeats, are both necessary and sufficient to support binding to obscurin, since elimination of either one abolishes binding completely (39). Consistent with this, sAnk1/ank1.5 and ank1.9 are the only known ankyrin 1 isoforms to contain both stretches of positively charged binding sequences, thus accounting for the selective binding of obscurin to these specific ankyrin variants (11, 39).

Recently, however, a new alternatively spliced form of ankyrin 2 (also known as ankyrin B) was identified that also contains two such homologous stretches near its COOH terminus, and shown to interact with obscurin (55). As both sAnk1 binding sites identified on obscurin by Kontrogianni-Kostantopoulou and co-workers (39, 181) and Bagnato et al. (18) contain stretches of negatively charged amino acids, it seems likely that electrostatic interactions play an important role in the binding of sAnk1 to obscurin.

The discovery of a direct interaction between obscurin, a protein associated with the contractile filament, and sAnk1, an integral protein of the SR, provides the first evidence of a link between the contractile apparatus of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ligand</th>
<th>Binding Region of Ligand</th>
<th>Binding Region of Obscurin</th>
<th>Reference Nos.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Titin</td>
<td>MIg10</td>
<td>Ig1</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ZlZg0-ZlZg10</td>
<td>Ig58–Ig59</td>
<td>421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MyBP-C slow variant-1</td>
<td>C10 domain +26 COOH-terminal residues</td>
<td>Ig2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myomesin</td>
<td>My4–My5 linker</td>
<td>Ig3</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novex-3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ig58–Ig59</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calmodulin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RanBP9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RhoA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankyrin 1.5</td>
<td>Residues 61–130</td>
<td>Non-modular COOH terminus</td>
<td>18, 181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankyrin 1.9</td>
<td>Non-modular COOH terminus</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankyrin 2.2</td>
<td>Non-modular COOH terminus</td>
<td></td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCPL-1</td>
<td>Kinase domains and preceding Ig and FN-III repeats</td>
<td>311</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIM-0</td>
<td>NH2-terminal kinase domain +</td>
<td></td>
<td>413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interkinase sequence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the muscle and its surrounding SR membrane (18, 181). This is consistent with obscurin’s unusual distribution at the periphery of myofibrils. As previously discussed, the COOH- and NH2-terminal regions of obscurin-A are exposed on the surface of the myofibrils, primarily at the level of M-bands, where they can interact with surrounding structures. Both binding sites identified on obscurin for sAnk1 are present in the nonmodular COOH-terminal region of obscurin-A (18, 181). Consistent with their interaction in situ, sAnk1 exhibits a similar distribution in striated muscle as these epitopes of obscurin (181, 426), and indeed, the COOH-terminal epitope of obscurin is located within molecular distances of the surface of the network compartment of the SR (176), where sAnk1 concentrates (426). Thus the COOH-terminal regions of the two molecules are sited appropriately to bind to each other. As kinetic studies have demonstrated that obscurin and sAnk1 bind with high affinity, it has been postulated that obscurin, by virtue of its tight association with sAnk1, may serve to anchor and orient the network SR around nearby contractile elements (39, 181). In agreement with this, SR membranes fail to organize around the contractile apparatus when obscurin’s expression is inhibited by small inhibitory RNA (siRNA) constructs (180). As other structural elements of sarcomeres were altered when obscurin levels were reduced, however, additional experiments will be required to substantiate the role of obscurin in organizing sAnk1 and the network compartment of the SR. The possibility that other proteins may be involved has received recent support from a report that sAnk1 first appeared at sites along developing sarcomeres that lack its binding region on obscurin (104).

A) Ran Binding Protein-9. Although the function of the Rho-GEF domain of obscurin has been a subject of speculation since it was first identified and sequenced in 2001 (421), it was only recently that biochemical and cellular transfection experiments demonstrated its direct binding to Ran binding protein-9 (RanBP9), suggesting one, of potentially many, physiologically significant interactions (41).

RanBP9 is a protein first identified in centrosomes and shown to bind to Ran GTPases (263). It is a scaffolding protein that can associate with a variety of proteins in different subcellular locations (270), including signaling proteins, cell surface and nuclear receptors, as well as protein kinases and other enzymes (254). The role of RanBP9 in skeletal muscle is not yet well understood, but Bowman et al. (41) clearly demonstrated its ability to bind directly to the Rho-GEF domain of obscurin, with an affinity of ~2 μM. RanBP9 also partially colocalizes with the Rho-GEF domain of obscurin near the Z-disk in developing myotubes, although it is not clear if obscurin or RanBP9 is the primary scaffolding protein in this case. Using adenoviral-mediated delivery of the Rho-GEF domain of obscurin and its binding site on RanBP9, together with immunofluorescence methods, Bowman et al. (41) showed further that overexpression of either of these domains inhibited the ability of the NH2-terminal portion of titin to integrate properly into developing Z-disks, although it had no effect on the integration of the COOH-terminal region of titin into developing M-bands. Thin-section electron microscopic studies confirmed that the integrity of the Z-disk was compromised when the Rho-GEF domain was overexpressed, but that the M-band was unaffected. These investigators also demonstrated that both the Rho-GEF domain and its binding region on RanBP9 can bind independently to the two NH2-terminal Ig domains of titin (ZIg1/ZIg2) and speculated that this binding might regulate titin’s integration and maintenance at the Z-disk (41).

B) Small GTPases. The most widely characterized role of GEF domains is the activation of small GTPases, but the mammalian GTPases that are activated by obscurin’s Rho-GEF domain are just now being identified. Initial progress on this question was achieved in studies of the ortholog of obscurin in Caenorhabditis elegans, UNC-89, the first form of obscurin identified (27, 337). Those studies used the yeast exchange assay (a variant of the yeast three-hybrid assay) to identify Rho1 (RhoA in C. elegans) as a specific ligand of the paired double homology (DH, equivalent to Rho-GEF) and PH domains, and confirmed its identity by demonstrating direct binding and activation-Speelman of Rho1 by these domains of UNC-89 in vitro (310). Recent results of Ford-Speelman et al. (72) indicated that the Rho-GEF domain of mammalian obscurin specifically binds to and activates the mammalian ortholog of Rho1, RhoA. Overexpression of the Rho-GEF domain also increases the levels of RhoA and induces its redistribution from the level of M-bands, where RhoA normally concentrates, to structures near Z-disks, where it activates the downstream effector Rho kinase (ROCKs). Similar changes in RhoA localization and activity occur in muscle injured by large-strain lengthening contractions, suggesting that these changes may be physiological, perhaps linked to mechanisms mediating repair or hypertrophy. RhoA is not the only small GTPase capable of interacting with obscurin’s Rho-GEF domain, however. TC10, a small GTPase not previously thought to influence the biology of striated muscle, is expressed in skeletal myotubes and is activated by obscurin’s Rho-GEF domain. This is likely to play a role in later stages of differentiation, as inhibition of TC10 activity blocks myofibrillogenesis (53). The ability of obscurin to activate small GTPases in muscle, and the factors that influence this activation, are likely to play a wide range of important roles in the plasticity of muscle tissue, in particular during development, as well as in its response to injury or during atrophy or hypertrophy.

C) Myomesin and Titin. The prominent localization of obscurin at the M-band prompted Fukuzawa et al. (86) to
identify binding partners of obscurin that reside at or in the vicinity of the M-band. Using the yeast two-hybrid screen followed by in vitro binding assays, the authors found that the most NH₂-terminal Ig domain of obscurin (Ig1) binds directly to the most COOH-terminal Ig domain of titin (M10), located in the M-band, whereas the third Ig domain of obscurin (Ig3) interacts directly with the linker region present between two of myomesin's FN-III domains, My4 and My5.

Overexpression studies by the same investigators suggested that both regions of obscurin are likely to play important roles in assembling and stabilizing the M-band regions of sarcomeres. Transfection of neonatal cardiomyocytes with plasmids encoding the Ig1 domain of obscurin, harboring the binding site for titin, or its Ig3 domain, harboring the binding site for myomesin, inhibited the assembly of endogenous obscurin at M-bands either partially (Ig1) or completely (Ig3) (86). Similarly, overexpression of myomesin's My4-linker-My5 domains inhibited the incorporation of endogenous obscurin into M-bands, with the residual protein appearing in broad striations, whereas overexpression of titin's M10 domain led to a milder phenotype. It is not clear why these different treatments, which should affect the same protein complex, altered the organization of endogenous obscurin in such distinct ways. One possibility is that the use of two FN-III domains of myomesin and the intervening linker sequence, rather than the minimal binding site, may affect other protein-protein interactions as well (274). No apparent changes were observed in the localization of either titin or myomesin following overexpression of obscurin's Ig1 or Ig3 domains. These findings suggested that obscurin’s targeting to the M-band in cultured cardiocytes may depend on its interactions with myomesin and titin, but not vice versa. This agrees with an earlier report that obscurin assembles at M-bands shortly after myomesin and the COOH-terminal region of titin (178). It will be of interest to examine the effects of overexpression of the three most NH₂-terminal Ig domains of obscurin, which contain binding sites for at least two major proteins of the M-band, to learn if they alter assembly or stability of that structure. If, as suggested by experiments with siRNA (180), obscurin plays a role in stabilizing M-bands, then this region should inhibit the assembly of other major M-band components, including myomesin, and perhaps the COOH-terminal region of titin.

D) MYOSIN BINDING PROTEIN-C SLOW VARIANT-1. In addition to binding myomesin and titin at the M-band, obscurin also interacts with a novel isoform of the thick filament associated protein MyBP-C slow, specifically variant-1. This alternatively spliced form of MyBP-C slow preferentially concentrates at the periphery of M-bands in both developing and adult skeletal myofibers, where it codistributes with obscurin (1). MyBP-C slow variant-1 shares a common primary sequence and domain architecture with the prototypical forms of MyBP-C slow, but it has a unique COOH terminus, consisting of 26 amino acids following the last Ig domain (C10) present in all isoforms of MyBP-C slow. The second Ig domain of obscurin (Ig2) and the last Ig domain (C10) of MyBP-C slow variant-1 are both necessary and sufficient to mediate binding, but binding is significantly enhanced by the presence of the novel 26 amino acids in the COOH terminus of variant-1 (1). Overexpression of obscurin's Ig2 domain in primary cultures of skeletal myotubes severely disrupted the formation of M- and A-bands, but not of Z-disks and I-bands, suggesting that the binding of obscurin to the novel variant of MyBP-C slow is involved in the organization of thick filaments (1). Thus the studies by Fukuzawa et al. (86), discussed above, and Ackermann et al. (1) strongly suggest that obscurin, through its interactions with other components of the myofibrillar M-band, plays a critical role in the assembly and maintenance of this structure.

D. Role of Obscurin in Myofibrillogenesis

The spatial and temporal dynamics of the distribution of obscurin during de novo myofibrillogenesis have been studied in C2C12 myotubes and in primary cultures of cardiomyocytes (34, 35, 180). In C2C12 cells, obscurin initially organized into primitive striations that coincided with developing M-bands, within 24–48 h postdifferentiation. At this stage of development, myomesin and the COOH-terminal epitopes of titin had already assembled at M-bands, shortly after α-actinin and the NH₂-terminal epitopes of titin had integrated into Z-disks (178). At this time, sarcomeric myosin had not yet assembled into mature A-bands, but instead accumulated in long filamentous structures with occasional periodicity. The presence of myosin in well-defined A-bands in developing C2C12 myotubes was not apparent until 72–96 h after initiation of differentiation, ~2 days after the assembly of obscurin in M-bands. Likewise, the localization of obscurin into Z-disks occurred from 72–96 h postdifferentiation, when fully striated myofibrils had already formed. As the forms of obscurin at Z-disks are likely to be distinct from the ones at M-bands (42), this suggests that different obscurin isoforms with potentially diverse activities localize to different sites in the developing sarcomere and play distinct roles in myofibrillogenesis. This is consistent with results of studies of the RhoGEF domain (41) and the effects of siRNA suppression of obscurin synthesis (180). Neonatal cardiomyocytes showed a similar temporal sequence of assembly of obscurin into sarcomeres, in which obscurin associated with M-bands at early stages of myofibrillogenesis and with Z-disks only later, when sarcomeres were nearly mature (34, 35).

Remarkably, the progressive incorporation of obscurin into M-bands and Z-disks at later stages of myofi-
brillogenesis coincides with the lateral alignment and fusion of myofibrils into larger bundles (34, 35). Thus obscurin may promote the lateral alignment of myofibrils. This is consistent with data obtained in zebrafish that developed from embryos treated with morpholinos to reduce the expression of obscurin (38), but it does not agree with results obtained in skeletal myotubes, in which the lateral alignment of Z-disks was only slightly affected by siRNA targeted to obscurin (180). These differences may be due to subtle differences in the process of myofibrillogenesis in cardiac and somitic myocytes, compared with skeletal myotubes. Borisov et al. (34) further reported that the association of desmin with the Z-disks of developing myofibrils occurred only after obscurin had accumulated around Z-disks, consistent with a role for obscurin in the proper positioning of desmin filaments.

In contrast to studies of the formation and alignment of Z-disks, in which the role of obscurin is both subtle and dependent on the muscle examined, obscurin’s role in the formation of the M-band and A-bands is well established. This was first demonstrated by adenoviral-mediated overexpression of the COOH-terminal nonmodular region of obscurin-A in cultures of primary skeletal myotubes, in which myosin’s assembly into A-bands was specifically inhibited (179). In treated myotubes, myosin either remained diffusely distributed or accumulated in cytoplasmic aggregates, and at best showed only occasional periodicity. Remarkably, the organization of other sarcomeric markers, including actin, α-actinin, myomesin, and epitopes of titin, at the Z-disk and the A/I junction were unaffected. Thus these observations pointed to a vital role for obscurin’s COOH-terminal region in regulating the assembly of myosin during sarcomere formation.

A subsequent study revealed that inhibiting the expression of obscurin by siRNA treatment of primary cultures of skeletal myotubes also disrupted the assembly of myosin into A-bands and resulted in reduced levels of myosin in the cytoplasm (180). siRNA-treated myotubes also failed to assemble M-bands, whereas Z-disks appeared unaffected. This raises the possibility that the assembly of M-bands is required for A-bands to form properly, consistent with the appearance of M-band markers in developing myofibrils several days before clearly defined A-bands appear (63, 179, 180, 375). Thus obscurin seems to play a key role in the assembly and stabilization of both A-bands and M-bands (179, 180). In agreement with this hypothesis, obscurin and myosin exist in a complex in the cytoplasm of skeletal myofibers (179). It is not yet clear if obscurin modulates the assembly of A-bands directly by binding to myosin, possibly through its COOH-terminal region, or indirectly through interactions with other essential M-line proteins, including titin and myomesin (86). In either case, obscurin and possibly other M-line components with which it interacts (86) are likely to have an important role as a scaffold for the assembly of myosin thick filaments into A-bands.

In summary, obscurin is a very large protein of striated muscles that interacts with diverse protein partners located in distinct subcellular compartments within the cell including the SR and the sarcomere. Given its ability to associate tightly, selectively, and periodically with the periphery of the myofibril and with thick filaments, obscurin is ideally suited to coordinate the assembly and organization of the SR around the myofibrillar elements in the middle of the sarcomere.

E. Obscurin Homologs and Related Proteins

1. UNC-89

Obscurin closely resembles UNC-89, one of the largest muscle proteins identified in the nematode C. elegans (27). The similarities are manyfold. UNC-89 contains multiple tandem Ig modules as well as signaling domains, including SH3 and Rho-GEF/PH domains. UNC-89 is localized at the M-band region of striated muscle and has also been implicated in the organization of thick filaments, as mutations in the UNC-89 gene lead to disorganized A-bands, devoid of M-lines. At least six isoforms of UNC-89 are generated by use of three different promoters expressed in different sets of muscles and by alternative splicing; four of these contain double MLCK motifs, arranged in tandem (66, 337). Recently, both the MLCK-1 and MLCK-2 motifs of UNC-89 were shown to bind to the small COOH-terminal domain-phosphatase like-1 protein (SCPL-1), a novel protein phosphatase (311), while MLCK-1 and part of the interkinase region were shown to bind to LIM-9, the worm homolog of DRAL/FHL-2 (413). Moreover, the PH/Rho-GEF domains of UNC-89 were shown to specifically activate Rho-1 GTPase in C. elegans muscle cells (310). The presence of tandem MLCK motifs, shared by both proteins, provides additional evidence that UNC-89 is the counterpart of obscurin in invertebrates and that vertebrate obscurins evolved from UNC-89 or a similar protein (348). If so, significant differences were introduced into the vertebrate obscurins, most notably in the location of the Rho-GEF and PH domains, which are NH2-terminal in the nematode protein.

2. SPEG

Striated preferentially expressed gene (SPEG) encodes a protein by the same name that exhibits striking sequence homology to obscurin and also contains the hallmark Ig FN-III and dual MLCK domains that are characteristic of obscurin and UNC-89 (151, 348). Like obscurin, SPEG is predominantly expressed in cardiac and skeletal muscles of vertebrates. There is, however, no equivalent for SPEG in invertebrates. Given the close
resemblance of the kinase domains in SPEG and obscurin-MLCK, SPEG may have been derived from obscurin via a gene duplication event that occurred after the initiation of vertebrate evolution (348). The presence of two tandemly arranged MLCK motifs, a feature shared by all three members of the obscurin-MLCK family and conserved across species, suggests a prominent role of these domains in signaling during myofibrillogenesis or in adult muscle.

3. OBSCLI

The protein, obscurin like-1 (OBSCL-1), ranges in size between 130 and 230 kDa and, like SPEG, is related to obscurin (100). The OBSCL-1 gene is located in human chromosome 2q35 within 100 kb of the SPEG gene. Like its homologs, the OBSCL-1 mRNA undergoes extensive alternative splicing, giving rise to transcripts and proteins of different sizes. Unlike obscurin, UNC-89, and SPEG however, OBSCL-1 does not contain MLCK motifs and instead is composed only of tandem Ig repeats. Gei- sler et al. (100) reported that OBSCL-1 is expressed in a broad range of tissues, but most prominently in the heart, where it concentrates primarily at perinuclear regions and intercalated disks and to a lesser extent at Z-disks and M-bands. This led to the suggestion that it functions as an adaptor between cytoskeletal elements and membrane complexes present at the nuclear envelope and intercalated disks. In contrast, Fukuzawa et al. (86) reported that OBCL-1 is predominantly, if not exclusively, present at the M-band. Consistent with this, these authors reported that, like Ig1 and Ig3 domains of obscurin, the Ig1 and Ig3 repeats of OBSCL-1 bind to the M10 domain of titin and the linker region between My4 and My5 of myomesin, respectively, suggesting that this activity is shared by obscurin and its close homologs. The different subcellular localizations of OBSCL-1 and the distinct roles suggested for it in these two reports are likely to be due to the differences in the ability of the antibodies used in each to recognize the range of splice variants of OBSCL-1 that are expressed in striated muscle during development and in adulthood. It will be of considerable interest to determine the binding affinities of these regions of obscurin and OBSCL-1 for their ligands, which should provide valuable insights into their relative roles in sarcomerogenesis.

V. MUSCLE GIANTS IN DISEASE

Given the many roles we have described above for titin, nebulin, and obscurin in striated muscle, and the effects of mutations or deletions that affect their activities in vivo and in vitro, it is not surprising that many human diseases of heart and skeletal muscle have been linked to these proteins (Table 5). Below we summarize the literature on the cardiac and skeletal myopathies and muscular dystrophies caused by mutations in the genes encoding these three giant proteins. In our summaries, we first describe the disease and then establish the genetic linkage. Consistent with studies of mice (see above, especially for titin), the severity of these diseases can vary from moderate to severe, depending on the nature of the mutation and the protein affected.

A. Titin

Mutations in the TTN gene and protein have been linked to disorders of both skeletal and cardiac muscles.

1. Titinopathies and skeletal muscle

A) Tibial muscular dystrophy. Tibial muscular dystrophy (TMD) (366) is an autosomal dominant distal myopathy that occurs most frequently (6 in 100,000) in the Finnish population (135). TMD presents after the age of 35 years, primarily with weakness and atrophy, with onset in the distal anterior compartment, specifically the tibialis anterior (135, 365). Nonspecific dystrophic changes along with adipose replacement are found in the affected muscles, although muscles of identical innervation may remain unaffected throughout a patient’s lifetime (135). A mild foot drop may occur 10–15 years after onset, usually related to involvement of long toe extensors, but overall disability is mild and patients remain ambulatory throughout their lives (368). TMD has been assigned to chromosome 2q31 and linked to mutations in the giant TTN gene (138, 139, 366).

The first mutation in TTN shown to cause TMD is an 11-bp change found in the Finnish population that alters four amino acids in Mex6, the 363rd and last exon encoding titin (137). Testing of 78 TMD heterozygotes, 3 TMD homozygotes, and 76 healthy first-degree relatives demonstrated that the mutation cosegregated with TMD in 12 unrelated pedigrees. The mutation did not occur in 216 control individuals. Muscle biopsies of TMD patients who were homozygous for the mutation in this study lacked epitopes at the COOH-terminal region of titin, as determined by immunohistochemical analysis, although antibodies recognizing the portion of the protein encoded by the Mex1 exon were present, indicating the proper incorporation of titin into sarcomeres at least up to this region (137).

Analysis of a large Finnish population for the Mex6 mutation revealed significant clinical variability of patients with the mutation (369). Homozygosity for the mutation will be discussed briefly below as limb girdle muscular dystrophy 2J. Dramatic variability of phenotype among the heterozygotes was found, with 91% having classic TMD, but 9% having a wide-ranging presentation of the disease, primarily due to the specific muscles affected, including asymmetry, or a much earlier onset than seen.
These results suggest that a certain myopathic or dystrophic phenotype should not be excluded from being a titinopathy based on differences in presentation from TMD.

Other mutations of titin, characterized in French and Belgian families, also lead to TMD. Analysis of the Mex6 region on DNA samples from a French family did not show the 11-bp mutation found commonly in Finnish TMD patients, but instead revealed a point mutation in Mex6 that converts a leucine to a proline residue, that was absent in 93 unaffected controls (137). A third mutation in titin identified in a Belgian family that also causes TMD. Sequencing of the Mex6 exon in these patients identified a point mutation leading to the substitution of an asparagine residue for an isoleucine. The effects of this mutation were subclinical in some family members, suggesting that other factors can influence the severity of TMD when the COOH-terminal region of titin is mutated (371).

TABLE 5. Diseases linked to mutations of the titin, nebulin, and obscurin genes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease</th>
<th>Mutation(s)</th>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Reference Nos.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mutations of the titin gene</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tibial muscular dystrophy</td>
<td>Leu97786Pro, Ile97777Asn</td>
<td>Potential loss of titin binding to ligands at its COOH terminus</td>
<td>137, 138, 371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limb girdle muscular dystrophy 2J</td>
<td>Gln97757Val, Val97758Lys, Thr97759Gln, Trp97760Lys</td>
<td>Potential loss of titin binding to ligands at its COOH terminus</td>
<td>136–138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hereditary myopathy with early respiratory failure</td>
<td>Arg25026Trp</td>
<td>Loss of titin binding to nbr-1</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dilated cardiomyopathy</td>
<td>Gln4053STOP</td>
<td>Truncation mutant (before the binding site for FHL2/DRAL)</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ser4465Asp</td>
<td>Decrease binding to FHL2</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-bp insertion in exon 326 leading to early termination</td>
<td>Proteolytic cleavage within the PEVK region</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trp930Arg</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frameshift mutation at nucleotide 62890 leading to early termination</td>
<td>Truncated protein degraded</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ala743Val</td>
<td>Reduced binding to α-actinin</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Val54Met</td>
<td>Reduced binding to T-cap/telethonin</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy</td>
<td>Arg25618Gln</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early-onset myopathy with fatal cardiomyopathy</td>
<td>Ser3790Tyr</td>
<td>Increased binding to FHL2</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arg740Leu</td>
<td>Increased binding to α-actinin</td>
<td>327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-bp deletion in Mex3</td>
<td>Truncated protein (after the kinase domain)</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8-bp deletion in Mex1</td>
<td>Truncated protein (after the kinase domain)</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutations of the nebulin gene</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nemaline myopathy</td>
<td>For complete list or all 64 mutations, please see Ref. 202</td>
<td>Potential disruption of actin binding</td>
<td>7, 202, 293, 294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal myopathy</td>
<td>Thr5681Pro, Ser4665Ile</td>
<td>Possible disruption of actin binding</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy</td>
<td>Arg4344Gln, Ala4484The</td>
<td>Loss of titin binding</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

with classic TMD (369). These results suggest that a certain myopathic or dystrophic phenotype should not be excluded from being a titinopathy based on differences in presentation from TMD.

Other mutations of titin, characterized in French and Belgian families, also lead to TMD. Analysis of the Mex6 region on DNA samples from a French family did not show the 11-bp mutation found commonly in Finnish TMD patients, but instead revealed a point mutation in Mex6 that converts a leucine to a proline residue, that was absent in 93 unaffected controls (137). A third mutation in titin identified in a Belgian family that also causes TMD. Sequencing of the Mex6 exon in these patients identified a point mutation leading to the substitution of an asparagine residue for an isoleucine. The effects of this mutation were subclinical in some family members, suggesting that other factors can influence the severity of TMD when the COOH-terminal region of titin is mutated (371).

Although the Mex6 exon is expressed in the heart, TMD patients do not exhibit cardiomyopathy, possibly because calpain-3, which binds to the COOH-terminal region of titin (see above), is not present in mature cardiac muscle. This suggests that the mutation(s) ultimately affect titin interactions with proteins specific to skeletal muscle (137). Alternatively, mutations in Mex6 may alter binding of titin to obscurin. Fukuzawa et al. (86) demonstrated that the French and Finnish, but not the Belgian, mutations described above substantially inhibit the binding of titin to the first NH2-terminal Ig domain of obscurin (86). Thus it is likely that the clinical phenotypes and variability seen in TMD patients are related to variable inhibition of the ability of the M-band region of titin to bind its ligands, including calpain-3 and obscurin.

B) LIMB GIRDLE MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY 2J. A subset of patients in TMD families have a more severe muscular dystrophy of the limb girdle (LGMD) type (139, 367, 369). LGMD differs from TMD by having an earlier age of onset, between the first and third decade, and the development of weakness and dystrophy in proximal muscles, with only mild effects on the distal muscles (138). Patients with LGMD occur in members of the Finnish family that are homozygous for the Mex6 mutation in titin associated with the 11-bp mutation that in a single copy causes TMD. This disorder is termed LGMD type 2J (137, 369).

C) HEREDITARY MYOPATHY WITH EARLY RESPIRATORY FAILURE. Hereditary myopathy with early respiratory failure (HMERTF, MIM 603689) is linked to mutations in the COOH-terminal
kinase domain of titin (198). HMERF is an autosomal dominant disease resembling LGMD, as the proximal muscles of the upper and lower limbs are primarily affected. HMERF patients also have severe weakness of the respiratory muscles, which frequently appears as the first symptom of the disease. This weakness can lead to respiratory failure and is the primary cause of death (62). The disease-causing locus of HMERF identified as 2q24–31 suggests titin as a possible candidate (412). Subsequent sequencing of titin in HMERF patients revealed a point mutation in the kinase domain of titin that caused a single amino acid substitution (Arg279Trp accession no. CAA62188; Ref. 198). The mutation inhibits the interaction of the titin kinase domain with nbr1, a zinc finger protein that targets p62 to sarcomeres, where it binds MuRF-2 (muscle-specific RING-finger), a ligand for serum response transcription factor (198). The inhibition of the binding of the titin kinase domain to nbr1 is thought to prevent a critical link between the signaling properties of titin and the regulation of transcription.

D) MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY WITH MYOSITIS. Although muscular dystrophies or myopathies in humans have not yet been linked to the extensible regions of titin, a muscular dystrophy of this type has been identified in mice. The “muscular dystrophy with myositis” mouse (mdm) arose spontaneously and is characterized by severe and progressive muscle degeneration in the proximal and distal muscles, with the latter more affected. The mutation is inherited in an autosomal recessive pattern, and heterozygotes are phenotypically normal, although some gait abnormalities have been described (152). Analysis of mdm mice revealed a 779-bp genomic deletion and a 2.4-kb insertion of a 5′-truncated LINE-1 retrotransposon that results in the deletion of 83 amino acids from the N2A region of titin (92). Like the TMD mutation, mutation of the N2A sites renders mdm titin unable to interact with calpain-3 (405). Although overexpression of calpain-3 in mdm mice exacerbates the phenotype, calpain-3 is not responsible for pathogenesis, as the mdm phenotype remains unchanged in mice lacking calpain-3 due to homologous recombination (152). Overexpression of calpain-3 did, however, rescue the gait abnormalities in heterozygous mdm mice, suggesting a functional role for the interaction of calpain-3 with the N2A region of titin (152).

Several proteins are thought to be upregulated in mdm mice, including muscle LIM protein (MLP), cardiac ankyrin repeat protein (CARP), ankr2Arpp (CARP-like protein), and MURF-1, all of which associate with titin (405). CARP, which like calpain-3 also associates with the N2A region, is usually expressed in response to injury or hypertrophy and accumulates at the I-band region of the sarcomere in homozygous mdm skeletal muscle, but not heterozygotes or mdm cardiac muscle, suggesting that its presence there may be linked to some aspects of the mdm pathology (244, 405).

E) TITIN MISCELLANEOUS. In addition to the diseases directly linked to mutations in titin, discussed above, titin has been indirectly associated with a variety of pathologies, including chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and myasthenia gravis (MG). Although it is unlikely that these diseases are due to mutations in titin, the involvement of titin (or in the case of MG, anti-titin antibodies) in both has been well established.

Inspiratory muscle weakness, including the diaphragm, is a significant contributor to cause of death in COPD patients. Analysis of biopsies of diaphragm muscle from COPD patients, including passive tension studies of single fibers, protein analysis, and microarray studies, showed that they generate less passive tension upon stretch at all fiber lengths compared with controls (286). Exon microarray studies demonstrated the up-regulation of seven exons specific to the PEVK region of titin (286), and gel electrophoretic analysis revealed larger titin isoforms in COPD patients, compared with controls (248). These results suggest that alternative splicing of the titin gene may be a contributing factor to the pathology in COPD patients and that understanding the regulation and pathophysiology of titin could provide insight into other diseases of respiratory dysfunction.

MG is an autoimmune disease caused in most cases by the presence of autoantibodies to the acetylcholine receptors of the neuromuscular junction. Typically, MG patients also produce antibodies to a number of other muscle proteins, including titin (168, 316–318, 349, 378). The major immunogenic region of titin in MG patients, termed “myasthenia gravis titin 30 kDa (MGT-30),” is located in the region of titin found near the A/I-junction (97).

Although the presence of anti-titin antibodies does not underlie MG, it may be clinically significant, as the presence of anti-titin antibodies is typical of more severe muscle weakness (336). Anti-titin antibodies are almost never found in patients with early-onset (prior to age 60) MG without thymoma (338, 416). Indeed, the absence of titin antibodies has a 99% negative predictive value, compared with 65% for computed tomography scans for thymoma (318). In patients with late-onset MG, however, the prevalence of anti-titin antibodies does not differ significantly with or without thymoma (43). Thus the presence of titin antibodies may be useful in detecting the presence of thymoma in early-onset MG patients.

2. Titinopathies and cardiac muscle

Cardiovascular disease frequently results in remodeling of the heart to maintain its ability to function as a pump. This remodeling generally occurs either as hypertrophy, manifested as an increase in the thickness of the left ventricular wall and interventricular septum due to interstitial fibrosis and an increase in myocyte size rather
than number, or as dilation, characterized by a modest increase in ventricular wall thickness and expansion of intraventricular volume (4). These changes, initially compensatory, eventually become maladaptive. Although titin has been implicated in cardiomyopathies for some time (143, 260, 335), only recently has its direct role been elucidated.

A) DILATED CARDIOMYOPATHY. DCM is frequently caused by coronary artery disease, viral infection, or other environmental factors, but up to 35% of cases are thought to be familial, with several cases linked to mutations in titin. Currently, nine different mutations have been identified in titin in vertebrates that result in DCM (46, 103, 160, 235, 414). These include mutations in zebrafish as well as human. The pickwickm171 mutant of zebrafish was originally characterized by the development of abnormal sarcomeres in the heart and poor contractility from the first beat. This mutant is due to a transversion in the unique donor site at the 3’-end of the N2B exon, results in an alanine to valine conversion in codon 743 (160). Another Z-disk point mutation in exon 3 (or codon 54), encoding a region of titin found in the Z-disk, led to conversion of a valine residue to methionine (160). As these mutations occurred in the binding domains of titin to α-actinin and T-cap/telethonin, respectively, experiments were conducted to determine if the mutations affected their binding to titin. The Ala743Val mutation reduced binding to α-actinin by ~40%, as determined by the yeast two-hybrid assay (160). The Val54Met mutation reduced titin binding to T-cap/telethonin by ~60%, determined similarly (160). Although these results indicate that mutations in titin can reduce binding to T-cap/telethonin, it remains to be proven that this is sufficient to cause DCM.

A mutation in the Is2 region of titin also has been linked to DCM. The arginine to glutamine conversion at amino acid 25618 was found in two related individuals, both having a late-onset DCM (235). Although this polymorphism was not found in 288 controls, its pathogenicity has not yet been determined.

B) HYPERTROPHIC CARDIOMYOPATHY. The genetic heterogeneity of familial hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) has long been recognized, but it was not until recently that mutations in titin were linked to the disorder (159, 327). Sequencing of the DNA encoding the Z-disk region of titin in patients with unknown mutations in the other eight disease-causing genes revealed a G to T transversion in codon 740 that results in the replacement of an arginine residue with leucine (327). The mutation was not found in 520 normal chromosomes, suggesting it is not a polymorphism. Yeast two-hybrid assays showed the mutation increased binding to α-actinin by ~40% (327). Another mutation in titin (Ser3799Tyr), in the N2B region, was discovered in two siblings with familial HCM (160) and found to increase binding to FHL2 by 26% in a yeast two-hybrid assay (235).

The relationship between mutations that increase or decrease the ability of titin to bind to other proteins and the development of HCM or DCM, respectively, is remarkable (160, 235, 327). Matsumoto et al. (235) postulate that decreased binding leads to “loose” sarcomeres and reduced stretch response that eventually lead to DCM. Increased binding may lead to stiff sarcomeres, which may be highly susceptible to the hypertrophic response of cardiomyocytes against stretch that leads to HCM. The power of this hypothesis is limited by the methods used to quantitate binding in several of these studies, many of which relied on the yeast two-hybrid screen rather than more reliable quantitative techniques capable of providing definitive values for the changes in binding affinities caused by titin mutations. Furthermore, most of the published results do not demonstrate a direct effect of alterations in binding to the development of disease. Further studies are needed before we can conclude that mutations...
resulting in increased binding to sarcomeric proteins and mutations resulting in decreased binding to sarcomeric proteins lead to HCM and DCM, respectively.

3. Early-onset myopathy with fatal cardiomyopathy

Unlike the titinopathies described above, which affect skeletal or cardiac muscle but not both, a newly identified disorder, early-onset myopathy with fatal cardiomyopathy, has been described in two families diagnosed with congenital myopathy or congenital muscular dystrophy, linked to a COOH-terminal deletion in the titin gene (46). One family showed delayed motor milestones, symmetric generalized muscle weakness, including facial muscles, and a DCM that developed within the first decade of life. Arrhythmias led to the death of two siblings at ages 8 and 17, whereas the third sibling initially survived a heart transplant but died 2 years later, subsequent to postoperative complications. The other family had similar symptoms, as well as neonatal hypotonia, with onset of DCM in childhood leading to sudden cardiac death within the second decade. Ultrastructural studies of skeletal muscle from these patients demonstrated disruption of sarcomeres, more so at M-bands than at Z-disks, with a loss of mitochondria. Genetic analysis showed the defects in the titin gene to be homozygous. Specifically, the mutations consisted of a 1-bp deletion in exon 360 (Mex3) and an 8-bp deletion in exon 358 (Mex1), both of which left the titin kinase domain intact but resulted in premature stop codons and loss of the COOH-terminal 447 and 808 amino acids, respectively. These mutations in the titin gene are the first to be identified that produce both skeletal and cardiac muscle defects.

4. Isoform shift

As previously discussed, cardiac muscle expresses two predominant isoforms of titin, the N2B and N2BA isoforms, with the former promoting higher passive myocardial stiffness (48). The stiffness of the sarcomere is inversely proportional to the N2BA:N2B ratio, suggesting that changes in the relative amounts of these isoforms may play a significant role in heart disease. Consistent with this, heart failure patients with nonischemic DCM show almost a twofold increase in their N2BA:N2B ratios [from 0.56 in controls to 0.97 in DCM (260); from 0.47 in controls to 0.72 in DCM (228)]. This shift correlated significantly with end-diastolic volume, end-systolic volume, and ejection fraction. As expected, titin-based passive tension and stiffness are lower in patients with a higher N2BA:N2B ratio who have improved diastolic function linked to increased compliance (228, 260).

Similar studies have been done in ischemic hearts by analyzing human hearts with coronary artery disease (CAD), obtained after transplant, with significant infarcts, left ventricular dysfunction, and heart failure as well as human hearts transplanted for reasons other than ischemia. We refer to these hearts as CAD transplants and nonischemic transplants, respectively. These samples were compared with human donor hearts with and without CAD, referred to as CAD donors and normal donors, respectively. The N2BA isoform represented 47.0% of the total titin in CAD samples compared with 32.1% in hearts requiring transplant for reasons other than ischemia, 29.5% in donors with CAD without cardiomyopathy, and 28.1% in normal donors. Comparison of hearts from normal donors and CAD transplants demonstrate that the latter, which have increased N2BA:N2B ratios, are associated with increased myofibrillar passive tension despite the overall increased stiffness of the heart, likely due to collagen deposition and fibrosis (266). These results conflict with data from animal models which have shown an overall decrease in N2BA:N2B ratio in pacing-induced failure in canines or spontaneously hypertensive rats (394, 410). Possible explanations for this discrepancy include the possibility that the isoform switch in spontaneously hypertensive rats (a decrease in the N2BA:N2B ratio) occurs earlier in the spectrum of disease progression than in human CAD transplant hearts (an increase in the N2BA:N2B ratio), which were all severe enough to require transplantation, suggesting that isoform ratios vary with disease progression (203). Additionally, the pathophysiology of the hypertension-induced hypertrophy likely varies from the human CAD transplant hearts analyzed by the laboratory of Linke et al. (266) and thus may represent two distinct disease processes.

5. Conclusion

Although they have long been a topic of speculation, titinopathies have only recently been discovered and characterized, and their pathophysiology is just beginning to be elucidated. They have provided considerable insights into the role of this protein in regulating the passive tension in skeletal and cardiac muscle and its role as a scaffold to anchor smaller proteins along its length. Of all the disease processes described above, understanding the isoform shift of titin and its physiological consequences is likely to have the greatest public health impact. Heart failure signified by impaired cardiac contraction or relaxation has a lifetime risk of 1 in 5 for both men and women (219). The ability to improve cardiac contractility even by a small percentage by regulating titin isoform expression could have profound public health consequences and reduction of disease burden.

B. Nebulin and Nemaline Myopathy

Nemaline myopathy (NM), the most common of the congenital myopathies, is identified by skeletal muscle weakness and the presence of nemaline bodies (rodlike...
structures) in skeletal muscle fibers (383). Nemaline myopathy is characterized by genetic heterogeneity and clinical variability of skeletal muscle weakness, ranging in the most severe cases from neonatal mortality to only mild muscle weakness in adulthood.

Nemaline myopathy has been divided into seven subtypes by the European Neuromuscular Centre: severe congenital, typical, intermediate congenital, mild/childhood/juvenile-onset, adult, Amish, and other (164, 381). All subtypes are characterized by the presence of nemaline rods that are typically composed of α-actinin and other components of the Z-disk and are usually present near the nucleus or sarcolemma (326).

Genetic analyses have further characterized the mutations underlying these disorders and shown that all mutations identified to date are in proteins of the thin filament or related proteins. Although many mutations are sporadic, inheritance can be both autosomal dominant and autosomal recessive and has been linked to the genes encoding the protein (287). Genetic analysis of 45 families with autosomal recessive nemaline myopathy showed 41 to have linkage markers near nebulin, suggesting that nebulin is the most commonly mutated thin filament protein in nemaline myopathy (385). A recent study confirmed that patients with nemaline myopathy linked to mutations in nebulin show muscle weakness, consistent with the expression of reduced levels of nebulin, similar to that observed for mice lacking the protein (287).

Pelin et al. (294) were the first group to discover mutations in nebulin linked to nemaline myopathy (294). Their study of five Finnish families identified six mutations in the COOH-terminal region of nebulin, ranging from exons 163–185 and encoding the region of nebulin located near the Z-I junction. Remarkably, in all but one family the COOH-terminal SH3 epitope was retained, despite the upstream mutations. This observation, which was confirmed in additional patients (331), led to the idea that one of the regions of nebulin that is subject to extensive alternative splicing (M176-M181) may facilitate exon skipping, allowing the COOH terminus to be transcribed and translated normally. The presence of nemaline myopathies in the families that retained the SH3 domain epitope suggested that aberrant nebulins may lack the usual diversity of physiological isoforms created by the normal alternative splicing events that occur in healthy muscles (294).

Further work by Pelin et al. (293) identified 12 additional mutations in nebulin that cause autosomal recessive nemaline myopathy. These mutations occurred in exons 157–184 and led to nemaline myopathies ranging from mild to severe. Most were frameshift or nonsense mutations that resulted in premature stop codons, but one point mutation in exon 160 caused a threonine-to-proline transversion that was linked to a nemaline myopathy of moderate severity. Two of the mutations identified were present in introns and were proposed to cause abnormal splicing of the nebulin mRNA. These results, along with others (383), indicate that although nebulin mutations most frequently result in a typical nemaline myopathy of moderate severity, they can also lead to mild or severe forms of the disease (excluding the Amish type).

An additional autosomal recessive mutation of nebulin was later identified in the Ashkenazi Jewish population that results in a 2,502-bp deletion in exon 55 and introns 54 and 55 (7). As the deletion of exon 55 does not result in a frameshift mutation, the resulting nebulin transcript encodes 35 fewer amino acids, the size of a typical nebulin repeat, with the resulting deletion occurring from Arg-2478 to Asp-2512. This deletion is thought to affect the binding of nebulin to tropomyosin and results in a myopathy of intermediate severity. The carrier frequency of the mutation, 1 in 108, and its ease of detection suggest that it is a good candidate for carrier screening in the Ashkenazi Jewish population.

A more extensive study of nebulin mutations in autosomal recessive nemaline myopathies has identified an additional 45 mutations (202), leading to a total of 64 different nebulin mutations that are pathogenic. Of these, 55% are frameshift or nonsense mutations, 25% are point mutations, and 3% are deletions thought to affect conserved splice signals (202). Several mutations throughout the I-band region of nebulin, like that described in the Ashkenazi Jewish population, are thought to affect binding to actin or tropomyosin and perhaps the stability of thin filaments.

Nemaline myopathy is not the only disease of skeletal muscle linked to nebulin, however, as a distal myopathy with mutations in nebulin was recently described (384). Patients with this myopathy are affected primarily in their ankle dorsiflexors, finger extensors, and neck flexors. Biopsies from these patients showed only infrequent nemaline bodies or rimmed vacuoles, but electron microscopy revealed altered Z-disks in all muscle samples and occasional nemaline bodies in four of the five samples examined. Genetic analysis of four Finnish families revealed homozygous missense mutations in exon 151 and exon 122 that result in a threonine-to-proline (Thr5681Pro) mutation and a serine-to-isoleucine mutation (Ser4665Ile), respectively. These mutations, combined with the more dramatic nebulin mutations (frameshift, nonsense, or mutations affecting splice sites), result in compound heterozygotes with typical or intermediate nemaline myopathy (202, 293).

In conclusion, although the size of the nebulin gene and the lack of mutation “hotspots” make mutational analysis of nebulin challenging, recent studies have led to the discovery of 66 different pathogenic mutations. The majority of these mutations result in nemaline myopathy, but two are associated with a distal myopathy in the Finnish population. Investigation into the physiological sequelae of these mutations is needed to elucidate the
role of nebulin in normal and diseased muscle, and how changes in its sequence can lead to the misassembly of key structural proteins.

C. Obscurin and Muscle Disease

The role of obscurin in diseases of striated muscle is still unclear. Upregulation of different obscurin gene products, including full-length obscurin and several of the smaller MLCK variants, was reported to occur in mice with myocardial hypertrophy induced by aortic constriction (36). Likewise, other studies documented an upregulation of obscurin during cardiac hypertrophic responses to pressure overload and myopathic responses to mutations in titin (36, 228, 410). Whether these changes occur in response to hypertrophy or are linked causally to this condition has not been resolved.

More direct evidence for the involvement of obscurin in the development of heart disease was demonstrated in a single patient with HCM (10). Linkage analysis revealed a sequence variation in the OBSCN gene in the region encoding the titin binding site (Ig58/59), specifically an Arg4344Gln variant in the Ig58 domain of obscurin. In vitro studies showed that this variant resulted in decreased binding of obscurin to titin and also impaired the localization of obscurin to the Z-disk. Although this is a sole example, it suggests that, like titin and nebulin, mutations in the OBSCN gene may lead to myopathy and, by implication, suggest a critical role for obscurin in normal muscle development and physiology.

In conclusion, although obscurin has only recently been linked to the pathogenesis of muscle disease, its gigantic size and structural complexity suggest that, similar to titin and nebulin, mutations in its adhesion and signaling motifs may also lead to hereditary muscle diseases in mankind. Detailed genetic linkage analysis will be needed to identify such mutations.

VI. THE GIANT PROTEINS OF MUSCLE AND THEIR ROLE IN MYOFIBRILLOGENESIS

A. Myofibrillogenesis

The myoplasm of adult muscle fibers contains two major and highly ordered components: myofibrils and the membrane systems that surround them (16, 322–324).

Myofibrils assemble as sufficient concentrations of the necessary proteins accumulate in the cytoplasm of muscle cells shortly after the onset of differentiation. Two models of sarcomerogenesis have been proposed that invoke interactions of developing thin and thick filaments with other elements of the cytoskeleton. Holtzer and coworkers (148, 280, 328) have suggested that, during early myofibrillogenesis, thin and thick filaments assemble independently on stress fiberlike structures (SPLS), which develop into nonstriated myofibrils (NSMF). These progress to nascent striated myofibrils (naSMF) that in turn develop into fully mature, striated myofibrils (SMF). During the transition of NSMF to SMF, adjacent strands of thin and thick filaments align, initially at cell borders and subsequently throughout the cytoplasm. A key feature of this model is that the earliest precursors of mature thin and thick filaments form independently, yet concurrently, in the myoplasm, but that later stages of development proceed along common structures. Sanger and colleagues (56, 315) have postulated an alternative model that evokes three distinct structures involved in myofibrillogenesis: premyofibrils, nascent myofibrils and mature myofibrils. Premyofibrils contain transitory arrays of I-Z-I complexes, consisting of precursors of Z-disks, termed “Z-bodies,” enriched in α-actinin, that anchor sarcomeric actin occupying primitive I-bands, that in turn interact with miniature A-bands, composed of nonmuscle myosin II. A number of dramatic changes take place as premyofibrils transform to nascent myofibrils (321–324). Precursor I-Z-I bodies transit into maturing I-Z-I bands with the cooperative binding and integration of at least four integral Z-band components, including titin and nebulin along with the (already present) sarcomeric α-actinin and α-actin. Muscle myosin II occupies the developing A-bands as nonmuscle myosin II filaments are gradually eliminated. Concurrently, titin associates with the maturing I-Z-I complexes via its NH2-terminal region and with myosin filaments through its COOH-terminal region, guiding their assembly into definitive A-bands and thus facilitating the coordinated integration of thin and thick filaments into sarcomeres. As nascent myofibrils develop into mature myofibrils, they go through a final series of transformations: 1) they align parallel to each other and assume a diameter of 1–3 μm; 2) they organize as a series of sarcomeres with sharply delineated Z-disks linked to highly ordered ~1 μm long, thin filaments containing α-actinin and associated proteins, which form the I-bands; and 3) they assemble ~1.6 μm long, thick filaments, composed of muscle myosin but devoid of nonmuscle myosin II, that form the A-bands, which in turn are bisected by M-lines containing unique accessory proteins. A key feature of this model is that the precursors of thin and thick filaments form along the same structures, which together develop into mature sarcomeres.

Although the two proposed models are distinct, they share the view that structural proteins are essential to the proper assembly and incorporation of actin and myosin into mature myofibrils (60, 208, 372–376). Thus during the initial assembly of myofibrils, Z-bodies composed of α-actinin, N-RAP, the NH2-terminal region of titin and the COOH-terminal region of nebulin contribute to the polarized organization of thin actin filaments to form “I-Z-I
brushes" that become incorporated into forming sarcomeres (63, 99, 132, 280, 321, 324). Likewise, proteins of the M-band, including myomesin, M-protein, the COOH-terminal region of titin and obscurin play a key role in the integration of myosin thick filaments into periodic A-bands (178, 372–376, 393).

The internal membrane systems of striated myofibers assemble as myofibrillogenesis proceeds. Striated muscles have two systems of internal membranes highly organized around each sarcomere, the SR and t-tubules that, with the sarcolemma, modulate cytosolic Ca\(^{2+}\) release and uptake during successive cycles of contraction and relaxation (69, 70).

A series of developmental events leads to the assembly and association of these membrane systems with the developing myofibrils, which assemble first. Initially, the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) differentiates into SR by the gradual displacement of generic ER proteins by massive amounts of SR specific proteins, including the Ca\(^{2+}\)-pump SERCA the Ca\(^{2+}\) release channel ryanodine receptor (RyR) and the low-affinity, high-capacity Ca\(^{2+}\)-binding protein calsequestrin (70, 78, 79, 154). Docking of a patch of SR to a corresponding patch of surface membrane follows, concurrently with the transition of premyofibrils to nascent myofibrils (70, 71, 351, 352). This event triggers the SR proteins to segregate into two functionally distinct, yet continuous compartments within the SR: the free SR, which contains high concentrations of SERCA and the junctional SR (jSR), which contains ordered arrays of RyR, calsequestrin, and associated proteins (70, 71, 308, 352). In parallel, plasma membrane invaginations differentiate into t-tubules as voltage-gated Ca\(^{2+}\) channels or dihydropyridine receptors (DHPR) accumulate in high amounts. Although they are formed initially by invagination of the sarcolemma in transverse orientation, t-tubules also branch longitudinally and maintain a longitudinal orientation in the cytoplasm until late in development (69–71, 351, 424). As nascent myofibrils transit to mature myofibrils, junctions between the jSR membrane and t-tubules form and develop into functional coupling units, which further differentiate into triads, consisting of two jSR cisternae and one t-tubule, or dyads, consisting of one jSR cistern and one t-tubule. Finally, as myotubes transform into myofibers, t-tubules lose their longitudinal orientation and align transversely, after myofibrils, SR membranes, and triadic or dyadic junctions have become transversely aligned.

At maturity, the SR of mammalian striated muscle fibers contains at least three morphologically and functionally distinct, yet continuous, compartments: the terminal cisternae or jSR, which is responsible for Ca\(^{2+}\) release during successive cycles of contraction/relaxation, the network SR, which controls Ca\(^{2+}\) uptake, and the longitudinal SR that connects the terminal cisternae with the network SR (156, 157). The SR compartments have specific locations around each sarcomere. In skeletal myofibers, the network SR is positioned over Z-disks and M-bands, whereas the terminal cisternae are located around the A-I junction, where triads or dyads form; in cardiac myofibers the network SR is present around M-bands and Z-disks, whereas the terminal cisternae surround the myofibrils at the level of the Z-disk, where the dyad or triad junctions reside (71, 78, 79). Unlike SR membranes, t-tubules are not associated with specific regions of the sarcomere of myofibers until late in development, when they finally acquire their mature topography, running between myofibrils at the level of the A-I junction or the Z-disk in skeletal and cardiac myofibers, respectively (71, 78, 79).

B. Muscle Giants: Templates, Rulers, Blueprints, or Scaffolds?

A major goal of muscle physiology has been the elucidation of the sequence of events that lead to the regular assembly of thin and thick filaments into sarcomeres. The precise organization and arrangement of these structures has led several researchers to propose the existence of “molecular templates” that govern their ordered assembly in repeating units. A number of features shared by the three giant muscle proteins (titin, nebulin, and obscurin) has suggested that they may serve as rulers or blueprints during sarcomerogenesis: their enormous sizes and unique locations within the sarcomere, their early appearance and incorporation into primitive sarcomeric structures, their multiple and diverse binding partners, the presence of signaling motifs within their sequences, and their ability to respond to metabolic and stress stimuli.

Using a combination of in vitro and in vivo studies, several laboratories have attempted to unravel the role of titin in directing myofibril assembly and examine its involvement in the initial formation, integration, and stabilization of these structures. Conflicting results have emerged from these studies that have led to the generation of opposing theories regarding titin’s role as a template during myofibrillogenesis. Ehler et al. (63) studied titin during early development of neonatal cardiocytes in cultures and demonstrated that the COOH-terminal epitopes of titin become organized into M-bands later than its NH\(_2\)-terminal epitopes into Z-disks. These findings supported a previously proposed model in which titin may serve as a molecular template for key features of the sarcomere, beginning at the Z-disk through the I- and A-bands to the M-band (194, 373, 374, 388). Later studies questioned this idea and demonstrated that the NH\(_2\)- and COOH-terminal ends of titin are each targeted to their appropriate structures in developing sarcomeres at nearly the same time of differentiation, whereas the middle of the molecule as-
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surnees a periodic organization ∼24 h later (178). These observations implied that, at early stages of myofibrillogenesis, an individual titin molecule might be well organized at nascent Z-disks or M-bands, but not at both simultaneously, while its middle portion does not assume its extended conformation until both ends of the same molecule are anchored to their respective structures. This progression in the organization of titin within sarcomeres is incompatible with its role as a molecular blueprint during early sarcomerogenesis, when the two ends of the same molecule are not yet stably associated with Z-disks and M-bands. Notably, however, this idea is in agreement with the model proposed by Holtzer et al. (148), which also questioned the role of titin as a molecular ruler during myofibril assembly, and which postulated that thin and thick filaments assemble concurrently, yet independently, at spatially distinct sites.

A complementary approach that several laboratories undertook to study the contribution of titin to the de novo formation of myofibrils involved either manipulation of the expression levels or elimination of portions of titin in vitro and in vivo. These studies have yielded conflicting results as well. Overexpression of the entire Z-disk portion of titin in cultures of neonatal cardiocytes affected not only the assembly of Z-disks and associated structures but also the organization of thick filaments into A-bands (132). Likewise, gene targeting of the extreme COOH terminus of titin in cultured skeletal myotubes disrupted the organization of both M-bands and Z-disks, suggesting that the entire M-band portion of titin is indispensable for the initial stages of myofibrillogenesis in developing cardiomyocytes derived in culture from embryonic stem cells (243, 255). These findings clearly suggested a key role for titin in the initial stages of myofibril formation, as alterations in one portion of the molecule, thought to interact with only one sarcomeric structure, affect other structures too.

In contrast, a number of recent studies do not support such a role for titin and indicate the need for a new model for titin’s role in sarcomerogenesis. Failure of the extreme Z-disk portion of titin to integrate into sarcomeres following overexpression of obscurin’s Rho-GEF domain did not affect the regular organization of the rest of the titin molecule and had mild effects on the structure of Z-disks with no apparent effects on the structure of A-, I-, and M-bands (41). These findings suggested that the proper incorporation and stable association of titin with Z-disks is not a prerequisite for the formation of these structures or the stable association of titin with M-bands, and that M-bands can form during myofibrillogenesis even when titin is not stably incorporated into Z-disks. Consistent with this, Fukuzawa et al. (86) demonstrated that the proper incorporation of the COOH terminus of titin into M-bands depends on the earlier integration of myomesin into these structures. Moreover, although mice lacking the M-band region of titin died in midgestation, they showed normal assembly of myofibrils during early stages of development (400). Similarly, a mouse expressing titin lacking the N2B region developed normal sarcomeres (312). These results are inconsistent with early models of myofibrillogenesis that viewed titin as a molecular ruler or template for sarcomeric assembly. Instead, they suggest important roles for titin, or parts of it, in the maintenance of sarcomeres and their integration with other cellular compartments. Thus it seems that titin is necessary but not sufficient to guide some aspects of myofibrillogenesis and that other molecules play important roles in this process. We will not be able to obtain more definitive information about titin’s role in myofibrillogenesis until we can manipulate the expression and structure of the entire molecule in vivo, rather than parts of it, without causing lethality.

The tight association of nebulin with actin filaments throughout its length has suggested that together with the capping proteins tropomodulin and cap-Z, it can act as a molecular ruler for specifying and maintaining the precise lengths of thin filaments. This idea is supported by early observations indicating that nebulin assembles early during myofibrillogenesis, before actin filaments attain their mature lengths and organization (280). Moreover, differing sizes of nebulin isoforms, generated by alternative splicing of the nebulin gene, have been correlated with the different thin filament lengths present in different types of muscle fibers and during muscle development (186).

Although this evidence strongly supports a key role for nebulin in determining thin filament length, there are two major and perplexing issues. The first concerns the low abundance, or absence, of nebulin in cardiac cells. Although cardiac thin filaments are not as uniform in size as those in skeletal muscle, their lengths are also highly regulated. A recent study by Witt et al. (404) demonstrated that, in postnatal heart muscle, nebulin is present in atrial cardiocytes, albeit in low amounts, but is absent from the great majority of ventricular cardiocytes. Thus actin filaments in most cardiac cells have defined lengths, although they form in the absence of nebulin. This indicates that, if nebulin determines the length and stability of the thin filaments in skeletal muscle, the molecular mechanisms for determining the length of thin filaments in cardiac muscle must be different. The second issue concerns one of the two mouse models that lack nebulin (21). In the absence of nebulin, I-bands in this mouse appear narrower with shorter thin filaments, which, however, are of uniform lengths. These observations strongly imply that nebulin is not a template for formation and organization of thin filaments in skeletal and cardiac muscle, but may instead stabilize thin filaments at a length determined by the size of the nebulin molecule.

The last of the three muscle giants, obscurin, has so far been implicated in the alignment of the contractile
apparatus with internal membranes, the regular assembly of thick filaments, and the incorporation of titin’s NH₂-terminal region into Z-disks through its Rho-GEF domain (18, 41, 179–181). Unlike nebulin and titin, which are integral components of sarcomeres and extend longitudinally from Z-disks to M-bands and along thin filaments, respectively, obscurin is positioned at the surface of myofibrils, where it intimately surrounds them at the level of the Z-disk and the M-band (42, 45, 176, 181). This peripheral localization of obscurin, distinct from other proteins of the sarcomere, suggests that it might define their diameter. At ~200 nm in length, a single obscurin molecule is apparently not big enough to surround myofibrils as a monomer (421). Thus it is likely that obscurin oligomers form a “ring” big enough to encircle developing myofibrils and perhaps define their periphery. Studies from our laboratory are now in progress to test this idea further.

C. Concluding Remarks

Although the evidence, summarized above, suggests that neither titin, nor nebulin, nor obscurin is alone sufficient to act as a molecule template, blueprint, or ruler in assembling the sarcomere or particular contractile elements in the sarcomere, it strongly suggests that these proteins contribute to sarcomerogenesis through their roles as molecular scaffolds. Each of these giant proteins interacts with a number of other proteins to anchor them at particular sites in the sarcomere (see Tables 2–4). These include proteins that are structural, involved in signaling and the maintenance of homeostasis, or associated with intracellular membranes, particularly those comprising compartments of the SR. Altering the amounts, sequences, or activities of any of these giant proteins can modify their roles as molecular scaffolds, with potentially serious effects on the structure and function of striated muscle cells. Remarkably, these giant molecules not only bind to thick and thin filaments, but also to each other and to other large scaffolding molecules, such as α-actinin, filamin, myomesin, MyBP-C, and RanBP9, to regulate sarcomerogenesis. The assembly of sarcomeres and their surrounding membranes is therefore likely to be an iterative process in which titin, obscurin, and nebulin (when it is present) serially bind and recruit additional sets of scaffolding and signaling molecules. Elucidating the mechanisms involved in sarcomerogenesis will require learning the order of these interactions, how they are regulated, and how they in turn regulate gene expression and homeostasis in striated muscle.

NOTE ADDED IN PROOF

A number of papers on titin, nebulin, or obscurin have appeared since we completed our literature re-

view in January 2009. Of these, we selected 3 to sum-
marize in this note.

Costello et al. (Biophys J 96: 1856–1865, 2009) find that the ends of thin filaments in several different rabbit muscles, marked by tropomodulin, are notably farther from the Z-disk than the ends of nebulin molecule. They suggest that nebulin determines neither the sarcomeric location of tropomodulin nor the lengths of thin filaments.

Lange et al. (J Cell Sci 122: 2640–2650, 2009) describe the effects on skeletal muscle of eliminating obscurin by homologous recombination. “Knock-out” of obscurin disrupts the longitudinal sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) and affects the expression and distribution of sAnk1 and other proteins of the SR, but it otherwise has no notable effects on sarcomeric organization. Most measures of contractile function are normal in young mice, but a mild myopathy appears with age.

Most recently, Granzier et al. (Circ Res Aug 13, 2009 e-publication ahead of print) report that eliminating 282 amino acids from the PEVK region of N2B titin leads to upregulation of FHL proteins in the heart, increased ventricular stiffness and hypertrophy, and diastolic dysfunc-
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